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Mistrial declared UOP
Spear and Chatfield reign
for sports agent competes as royal couple
Ex-Tiger not wearing stripes yet
Compiled by Michael Tar
Asst. News Editor
(OAKLAND)— A mistrial was
declared Wednesday after 14 days of
jury deliberations in the trial of a
Stockton sports agent accused of hiring
the arrow slaying of an ex-business
partner.
The Alameda County Superior
Court panel reported it was deadlocked
nine tothree to con vict Michael Blatt of
murder and conspiracy to commit
murder.
Blatt, a developer, UOP graduate,
and briefly acting General Manager of
the Seattle Seahawks, was accused of
hiring two ex-UOP Football players to
kill Laurence Carnegie.
Carnegie was shot with a crossbow
and strangled nearStocktononFebruary
28th, 1989. His body was dumped in
rural Sonoma County.

The two men Blatt was accused of
hiring, James Mackey and Carl
Hancock, admitted to the killing. They
were guaranteed reduced sentences for
cooperating with Blatt's prosecution.
Blatt's trial was in its eighth month
in Oakland, where thecase was moved
because of extensive pre-trial publicity
in Stockton.
Judge Frank Kim advised the jury
to go back into deliberations if they
could do so without changing their
principles to accommodate a unani
mous verdict. Each juror said that they
were "hopelessly deadlocked" and that
there was no point in going on.
Prosecutor Eual Blansett Jr. will
meet with District Attorney John
Phillips to review the case. Whether
the case will be re-tried or not will be
announced later. Michael Blatt re
mains in custody; hisdefense attorneys
were not available for comment.

for
students

Ken Kesey visits
UOP
Famous author brings his psychedelic bus

Ken Kesey, author of "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest."

By Abby Gardner
Staff Writer
The author Ken Kesey will visit
UOP on Monday, November 5, at 8
p.m. in LongTheatre. He will arrivein
Stockton in his psychedelic bus,"Fur
ther," as part of his west coast tour.
Kesey is the author of the book
"One Flew over the Cuckoo's Nest,"
which became a best- seller in 1962.
His other works include, "Sometimes
A Great Nation," "Kesey's Garage
Sale," Demon Box,"and thechildren's
book "Tricker the Squirrel Meets Big
Double the Bear."
According to his book-flap, "Ken
Kesey is a legend—the bold, brilliant
novelist whose two novels are among
the most widely read of contemporary
fictions..."
Kesey has restored his original bus
that madea legendary trip in 1964 with
the "Merry Pranksters," in time to
publicize his new book, "The Further
Inquiry." Thenew releaseis an account
of that first bus trip, twenty-five years
later.
According to a book review written
by BernardWeiner,"Kesey frames 'The
Further Inquiry' as a futuristic court
trial, and variousPranksters...arecalled
to stand to recount their memories of
the trip....The impact of this lively
testimony is to demonstrate the oncefree spirit of '60s America that can live
again if we could break out of rigid
modes of perception."

On board the bus this trip will be
journalists from Rolling StoneandTime
magazine, and possibly journalists
Timothy Leary and Hunter S. Thomp
son, Kesey said.
Kesey was bom in Oregon, where
he still lives (on a farm near Eugene).
He now teaches a graduate writing
seminar at the University of Oregon.
He has studied with Wallace Stegner,
Malcolm Crowley andFrankO'Connor
at Stanford University.
Kesey's appearance has been un
derwritten in part by a grant from the
Raymond Alumni Associates at UOP,
who is hosting the event. The author
will read from his works and offer
remarks.
Unreserved-seat tickets are $7.50
(5.00 for students) and are on sale now
at the Long Theatre Box Office (9462474).
Copies of books will be available
for sale and for signing.
Earlier, at4 p.m., in theLongTheatre
Lobby, Kesey will also sign copies of
his books. Complimentary refresh
ments will be served.
Kesey will also have a workshop
session with creative writing students
and area writers at 5:30 p.m. in Knolls
Hall 211.
Kesey's final destination is Wash
ington D.C., where the psychedelic
bus will become an exhibit at the
Smithsonian Institute.

Ben Goorin
News Editor
Across the country student enroll
ment is slumping. The 1980's saw a 10
percent drop in the number of college
agestudents. Therewillbeanother2530 percent drop by 1995. Private uni
versities areespecially hitasit becomes
more difficult to demand higher tuition
costs in an unstableeconomy. In order
for a private university to 'stay above
water' the institution must makeevery
possible effort to market itself effec
tively. This means developing a suc
cessful recruiting stategy, one that
persuades prospective students to
choose their university over another.
On October 28, UOP held an Open
House for its prospective students and
their parents. Campus tours, informa
tion sessions, and speeches were
proudly communicated as the most
positive aspects of UOP were high
lighted. PresidentAtchley spoke about
benefits of a "Real Education" and
explained how UOP offers an "Un
common educational experience." He
also told the audience that the reputa
tion of the thisUniversity iscontinuing
to rise.
"It is a caring university,not one that
just says it is; but it is," said Atchley.
With individual warmth [you're] not
lost in the shuffle."
Over 1200peoplepre-registeredfor
this year's Open House."It was a good
turn out," said Vice President for Aca
demic Affairs Joseph Subbiondo. "At
this stage of the game it's a good sign."
Admissions is looking to hit an
other high mark this year. Despite na
tional trends, last year enrollment for
incoming students increased for the
first time in 10 years. The admissions
office worked diligently recruiting
students from all over the United States
last year and is doing the same this this
year."We have made a concerted effort
in this area, says Alex McDavid, as-

(See ADMISSIONS, page 3)

Scare in
chemistry
department
By Courtney Barnes
Staff Writer
The hazardous chemicals scare in
the chemistry department last Monday
night was a false alarm.
According to Ruth Haldashelt, a
chemistry department secretary, a se
curity guard in the building noticed a
very strong odor coming from one of
the chemistry labs and evacuated the
building at approximately 6:30 p.m.
The Stockton Fire Department and the
hazardous MaterialsTeam (HASMAT)
was called to investigate the scene.
According to Derrel Haldeshelt,
Curator of Stores and University En
vironmental Safety Officer, the fire
department and HASMATdetermined
that the strong odor hadbeen caused by
an empty ether can being thrown in a
trash can.According to Haldeshelt, this
is a normal procedure.

Homecoming King and Queen: Alfred Spear and Carey Chatfield.
Amidst a clamor of admiring fans
in the McCaffery Center, Phi Delta
Theta's Alfred Spear and KappaAlpha
Theta's Carey Chatfield were named
this year's Homecoming King and
Queen. Chants of"BIG ALF" went out
from Phi Delt as the final announcement
was made. Theta was equally ecstatic,
cheering wildly for their candidate.
Both seniors were happily surprised at
theprospectof representingthe student
body and leading the Homecoming
Court.
The royal couple happens to have a
lot in common in addition to attending
a formal together. Both stress the im
portance of tightening campus unity.
As Head Cheerleader of the Tigers,

Chatfield knows how to pump up a
crowd. "I believe in showing support
for our team. We should all be fired up."
Spear can obviously create enthusi
asm in a crowd as noted by his speech
delivered Thursday. During this public
performance, Spear keyed on his in
volvement within the Athletic Depart
ment, The Pacifican, student advising
and Phi DeltaTheta. When asked about
what "Big Alf' meant, he said, "It's
something my fraternity did. They
rallied behind me and started the whole
thing."
Chatfield and Spear are hopeful that
school spirit is beginning to rise. "It's
changing this year," says Chatfield,
"People are staying to the end of foot

ball games." Spear says he can alsosee
a difference. "Since my freshman year
there is no question that school spirit
has gotten better."
A little sister for Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Chatfield says she is involved with
scholarship, greek life and athletics."
It's exciting to represent my house and
all the activities I am involved in," she
says. "Being involved in all facets of
the University, I feel very close to the
student body." Chatfield, a communi
cation majorwith an emphasis in public
relations, advises students to find ac
tivities that keep them involved. "I
have intense pride in the school because
I am involved both socially and aca
demically."
As Sports Editor for The Pacifican,
Spear can live out his passion for ath
letics while preparing for his future in
public relations and sports manage
ment. Spear is a student advisor and is
very active during freshman orienta
tion. Hesays that the advice he gives to
freshmen is "college is supposed to be
fun. Not only socially but academi
cally. Itis importantto become involved
as much as possible.The more you are
involved, the more you see, the more
you learn and the more you grow."
The members of this year's court are
Julie Fulmer, Jennifer Geiszler, Diane
Jeffries, Michelle John, Todd Hilman,
Randy Largamasino, Mike Spoo and
Sal Goin.

HOMECOMING
GAME
Tigers vs. Portland
State
Saturday

2 p.m.

See Sports

Forest preservation discussed
By Michael Tar
Asst. News Editor
The rapid destruction of tropical
rainforests in South America has gained
the attention of various environmental
groups and celebrities such as Sting
and Jerry Garcia On November 6th,
California has an opportunity to stop a
more devastating crime from continu
ing here.
Members of The Ancient Forests
Rescue Expedition visited UOP last
Tuesday with a section of a 735 yearold tree to discuss Proposition 130 and
the effects it would have on California
if passed.
Of the original two million acres of
redwoods in California, only 100,000
acres remain. Every one of these acres
is said to be five times more effective
than South American rainforest in
sustaining our atmospheric balance.
Our ancient or "untouched" red
wood forests are currendy being har
vested at an alarming rate. Reader's
Digest refers to this state's logging
industry as the "California Chainsaw
Massacre." According to Lynn Ryan
of the Sierra Club, forests are being
depleted at 175% of growth in
Humboldt County and at 325% in
Mendocino County. This simply means
that for every foot of growth in
Mendocino, 3.25 feet are being cut.
This senseless destruction has left only
5% of our ancient redwoods standing.
Proposition 130 seeks "sustainable
yield" harvesting, where a balance is
reached between what is cut and what

is allowed to grow.
If passed,Proposition 130 will save
the Headwaters Forest. This is the
largest unprotected ancient redwood
forest in existence. It is owned by the
Pacific Lumber Company, which owns
2/3 of our remaining forests and has
Timber Harvest Plans filed for parts of
Headwaters' 3000 acres.
Proposition 130 will also re-staff
the California Board of Forestry. Cur
rendy, eight of the nine-person Board
have timber industry financial ties. Prop
130 will limit financial interest to two
of the nine members; one will represent

industrial forest owners and one will
represent those owners with less than
640 acres.
Last July, the media told of the on
going batde between loggers and en
vironmentalists in what was known as
the "Redwood Summer." Groups like
Earth First were accused of endanger
ing thelivesofloggersby"tree-spiking"
or driving steel spikes into trees so that
they couldn't be cut. Whether the
loggers were demonstrating against the
environmentalists or vice-versa,
Northern California was a war zone.
(See PROP 130, page 2)
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Emergency plan
revised

Counseling offered
for students in need

Racism
investigated
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,rtf of admissions

tdjr^theopenhouSC"°1
that three bombs had been placed on
S5tan
campus, and that they wereset to go off
3180 start£
Asst. News Editor
at noon. In the following hours, the
s
of a ma|
his
very open-minded," says an anony
bomb threat was proven to be a hoax, By Bob Yelas
On March 20th at 7:19 a.m„ an but this was not without consequence. Staff Writer
mous student who began seeking help By Adrienne Arieff
that "Arab men seek out white womet
sfe made some good
anonymous caller told Public Safety
after an attempted rape.
Students and Resident Assistants criti
to ride around in their expensive cars
Staff Writer
"HOP
-.David referring
About one in ten students at UOP
cized the University for mishandling
take them out for a nice dinner and thet
Are you one of the college students have taken advantageof thecounseling By Courtney Barnes
date-rape them later."
the crisis and for not having a set plan
Iients'" V'SiUn? Sj
currently
experiencing low self-esteem center services, says Rupel. "Everyone Staff Writer
of action. In response to this, UOP has
B y far, African American students ^'«ecoflU
said they were «m|
and
ocassional
depression?
October
is
since completed the Manual of Emer
has problems and they do not need tobe
on campus are the most outspoken oi;
Does the proportion of Caucasian issues of campus race. Many pointed
gency Procedures and Policy Guide typically a high stressmonth for students endured alone. There is help available."
lines, which will hopefully help man who are attempting to balance academ Various psychological tests, usually students relative to the number of eth out that the Confederate Flag which
ics and social life. Through individual handwritten, are administered to help nic minorities on campus create racial formerly hung at Archania Fraternity 'WS Linda Kimbrel i
age future situations.
C,aS
Angeles considenn
counseling
and group therapy, students students to get to know themselves and ethnic discord at UOP?To examine House was an overt symbol of campus
Since the caller made no demands
are
given
professional
help,
free
of
'•"JST^Counncy."..'
and did not say where the bombs were
this question we talked to about 75 racism.
better.
(Continued from page 1)
located, the threat was not considered charge at the Cowell Health Center.
The practice of hypnotherapy is students regarding this issue. Many of
According to Rob Stewart, Presi- fa»«ph«-"saidEuro,C<
Are you on adownward spiral? Do also used as a safe and effective coun these individuals are associated with dent of Archania," People actually be. Jnortive
to be an emergency. Stockton Police
-student.
stuaenL
Timber companies, arguing against did not want to get involved unless an you experience insomnia, poor con seling method.
campus organizations geared to pro lieve that we are racist because of the •"Sast one family is visiu
130, state that if logging slows, then actual bomb was found. For the next centration, headaches, loss of appetite,
from Iraq. MitraHo
"Many students worry about their mote their ethnicity and act as a social flag." Stewart added,"I personally do
loggers lose jobs. This seems logical, two hours, President Atchley met with fatigue, excessive sleeping or drastic
own mental health and that seeking outlet. Others we spoke with are not know a single brother in Archania ^ ^ her daughter to attend a
but according to Ron Glick of the En Public Safety and department heads to weight change? With a guarantee of counseling is a sign of weakness,"says members of the greek system, and in
w
Tnited States.
States
in the.
the TUnited
who is racist. We apologize that some
vironmental Protection Information devise a plan of action.
strict confidentiality, the counseling Rupel. "Rather, it is a courageous and dividuals who have strong opinions
less desirable groups over the years
Center (EPIC), the problem has deeper
As physical plant workers and centerprovides stress management and creative solution. Counseling is very about race and ethnic relations on have adopted the Confederate Hag to
.indnM place lo study.
roots. He feels that automation and log Public Safety officers were called upon relationship counseling.
campus.
much a part of self development"
express
their
hatred.
However,
the
The Open House was mi
exportation are to blame for unem to look for suspicious devices, the
Support groups and special interest
TheUOPCounselingCenterisopen
Our campus consists of about Confederate Hag to us stands for states i* wide an introduction to the1
ployment, and the statistics support president's office became the center of workshops are provided for students
weekdays 8:30-5:00,Saturdays 10:00- 67%Caucasians and about 23%mi- rights, gracious living of the anti- bellum rJ Many visitors said
said the
the d
d
1
this. According to the Office of Eco communication. Itwas from this office with eating disorders, drug and alcohol
2:00. It is also open on Wednesday norities and foreign students (many of era and is deeply rooted in our history." Si y. j™** v
will
organized
and
informal!
nomic Research, over 6,800 logging that news came in and went out, but related problem and learning disabili
evenings from 5:00-8:00 pm. Ap whom arealso Caucasians). Many stu
Sofia Stewart, an African Ameri WB very comprehensive," s
and sawmill jobs have been lost in withoutasetprocedure,notall messages ties. Group sessions help the students
pointments are recommended by call dents have very polarized feelings re can student feels part of the problem is
Tiussig, a visiting parent from
California due to automation, reloca were communicated effectively.
toeliminate the"isolation feeling," says ing 946-2225, yet walk-ins are wel garding the way in which these figures
the lack of knowledge about the histo Hr son Jason, however, wc
tion, and increased productivity since
Classes were cancelled from 11a.m. La Von Rupel, director of the Counsel come. The serious crises hot-line is translate into campus race and ethnic
ries of different cultures and races which wiy there were not more s
1980. During the same period, total to 1 p.m. and most students went back ing Center.
946-2315.
relations.
logging increased 250%.
breedsproblems. According to Stewart, a\ lilable to talk about other as]
to their rooms. Many uninformed
According toRupel, interaction with
"The counselors are not
Craig Sunada, President of the "a majority of people only know that
The California Department of For Resident Assistants were told by the peers who share similar questions and
Ihicampus. "I would have like
estry, accused of allowing over-har Office of Residential Life to wait with problems provides an effective coping judgementaL.they are very personal Asian Alliance, said"the Asian Alliance we came from slaves and that's how we qijstions to a student panel. I
vesting, predicts a sharp job loss over their residents until further instruction. sttategy. A typical support group ses and unbiased," says an anonymous is a social club and we encourage ev are treated."
lo tnow about such things like t
eryone to join." Sunada, who is also a
(he next20years if therateof destruction According to Josefina Gomez, who sion consists of five to eight students student who has received guidance.
Another African-American stu
an!
the living conditions. Thcs
TheUOPCounselingCenter works member of OmegaPhi Alpha Fraternity dent was involved in a physical alter
^ Continues. "It's unfortunate that the was an RA in South/West Hall last with a trained counselor who special
an
important
People that are im
in correlation with the Stockton Rape said there has never been any "prejudice cation at a UOP fraternity house. Ac
mill workers can't see what's being Spring, "We needed answers for our izes in that particular topic.
in
going
to
school
here need u
and Crisis Center, Park Side Hospital or racists" remarks directed toward cording to the student, she was invited
done to them," Glick adds, explaining residents,and (Residential Life)told us
"At the Counseling center, they and The County Mental Health Ser mostly white fraternity.
that timber companies have been pitting to wait Once the OK was given to
along to a party by a member of the
accept you for who you are...they are vices.
One admissions councilor si
Alice Kim is an Asian student on fraternity . She along with another
the loggers against the environmental evacuate at 11:15, R A's were assigned
campus who is also an active member group of friends living in the inj a student panel might be a b
ists in order to cover up the real prob to wait by doors to keep everyone out.
of Delta Gamma Sorority. Kim says townhouses was driven to the party in Tin councilor said that
lems.
UOP has had a written guide for
that she doesn't feel that her race has the fraternity brothers truck. While at sometimes respond in a negati
If passed, Prop. 130 will provide emergency procedures for some time,
lertain questions about UOI
affected her campus integration. Kim
$32 million to retrain those workers but it
the party, she entered one of the bath to
was considered too cumbersome
is the only active member of her soror
sic
ns to a question must be hea
displaced byancient forest acquisition. to provide the fast answers that any
rooms and heard a fraternity brother
ity whois Asian. She points out" I have yelling, "what is she doing here" out negative remarks are often take
The resultant sustainable harvesting
emergency requires. CliffDochterman
wung way."
neverfeltuncomfortableorintimidated
could secure the survival of a doomed
side the bathroom door. The student
was working on simplifying the emer
By Monica Yadegar
industry.
includes internship. Senior entertain being the only Asian girl in my soror
"We must decide what it is
opened the door and asked the fiatergency plans at the time of the crisis, but
ment management major, Doug ity." According to Kim," the ladies of
The timber companies, in order to there was no contingency plan for a Staff Writer
ha
e
to offer," said Vice Pi
nity member if he was referring to ha,
Echelberger, said, "The major was Delta Gamma treat everyone the same
void 130, have come up with Proposi bomb threat The Manual ofEmergency
Hetace
Fleming. "What is unit
he said yes and asked her whoshe came
For many years it has been the
structured for students to not serve regardless of race or creed."
tion 138. This would allow certain
Pr
Guidelines, completedMay f:i996li general practice forCollege of foe Pawith. According to thestudent, he then mffes the difference."
their internship until the summer
"loopholes" in the current regulatory
Other Asians feel differently than
now distributed to every University cific seniors who have not completed
grabbed herby theqrm tosearch forthe Geald Hewitt who also spok
folowing graduation." Another senior Kim about race relations on campus.
regime to continue, however, resulting building.
•!jIl
person who invited her. Upon finding ewnt said that UOP is "Big en
all requirements, to participate in the
in further destruction.
entertainment management student, Jimmy Lee, President of the Korean
The manual provides instructions graduation ceremony as "walk
him, the brother said that he never off rvariety, yetsmall enough to
Jackie Rann, said, "The new policy is Students Association feels the campus
One such loophole is the harvest
on dealing with emergencies such as throughs" withoutany distinction from
invited her, and had never seen her on > human scale."
strategy of "seed-tree harvesting." This
understandable, but we were told our
is geographically segregated. "The
earthquakes, fires, hostage situations, seniors who have met all the require
top notch professors and in
before in his life. She was then asked
allows a timbercompany toclearcutall
freshman year that we were not able to Caucasians on campus are on one side
and of course, bomb threats. It was ments. However, due to a COP gradu
od instruction is somethin
to leave and was told that her 'kind'
but a few select trees, which are left to
do our internship until after our senior (Grace Covell and the greek houses)
designed to be easy to use and under ation policy change, this practice has
was unwelcome there. She protested, Pnles itself on. "Professor's a
re-seed and theoretically re-forest the
year. We should be excluded from this
and the minorities in the Quads." Lee
stand while providing all necessary become modifiedinordertodistinguish
and
another fraternity brother who knew
Yards students is incredible
new rule."
harvested land. After a three year pe
says his organization promotes cultural
information. Phone numbers to police, between the two forms of graduates.
her stepped in and said if she has to
riod, however, the few remaining seed
The entertainment management identity and pride but the campus seg
sDe*h?drt Angela Wilson
paramedics, flood control, and even
leave then he's leaving.
According
to
COP
Dean
Robert
trees may also be removed. The un
students, as a result, have attempted to regation doesn't promote cultural inHighway Repairs are located in the Benedetti, seniors who are planning to
Yet another African American
protected seedlings then become vul
back for easy reference. One of the attend summerschool can still be apart discuss the possibility to add a clause to teractionand exchange with minorities. student had a physical altercation at
nerable to tractors and intensified ero
Arab students on campus feel that
Residential Life staff feels that "Last of the ceremony, but now they will be the new policy. "Grandfathering a
.sira
her friends Residence Hall which she i«»t^r,2omcc
e entire c
sion, so the land remains barren. If
clause
means
that
if
there
is
a
change
in
wtvirin
they
are often stereotyped because of
year's scare put people on their toes classified as "candidates" for gradua
Proposition 138 gains more votes than
the catalogue foir completing a major, their cultural differences. Some Arab believes was racially motivated.
and now things seem to be headed in tion. As candidates, they will beplaced
She came to visit a friend and was
130, the California Chainsaw Massa the right direction."
you would practice graduation under men feel that they have been particularly
veritvrt,
' 11125 »he who
in a separate column in the graduation
eventually
allowed in thebuildingafter
cre will continue.
the catalogue which the students came singled out withregard to theirrelations
needs
to **involva
fecmitm^t
ceremony program, they will not get
in under. While technically correct, with women. Shihab Alireza, a Saudi knocking on the door. After entering
l*0^, not just
hooded and they will walk after the
graduation is not a catalogue ite m. One Arabian says people on campus have the building, she was approached by
"real" graduates. "COP has about 400
J'CfCK^.a
might think it peculiar that students stereotyped him because he has a the Head Resident of the building. He
0r ^ former
Btxyptesj.
graduates a year and out of those,about
y Resident of
who haven't finished, participate at all Caucasian, blonde-haired girlfriend. He asked her for some identification and
UOP 1988
one-fourth are walk-throughs. We have
in the graduation ceremony," said says people on campus often remark asked who she was visiting in the
found that a number of those students Benedetti.
(See RACISM, page 4)
who had work to complete, didn't fin
Although the student members on
jJ® ^"cificanis
" 111
IH
^
ish their deeree. Last vear. COPCouncil the Council were sent out to get the
discussed ways to improve thesituation. reaction of COP students on the new
*ycl«" Paper «
The Council settled on continuing to proposal, many of the entertainment
^ourpartb
allow students toparticipate, but making
students feel that their opinion was not
and other
clear which ones had really finished,"
Ministry...
included. "Dean Benedetti only asked
Benedetti
said.
A job in ministry
the students on theboard without really
Paper,
The change in policy has caused asking anyone else. There are many
doesn't have to be
somedifficulties forCOPentertainment
a scary proposition.
§|ass and
students who still are not aware of the
management students whose major new policy," Echelberger said.
'
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By Michael Tar
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sistant director of admissions and co
ordinator of the open house. "Our travel
has increased. We also started new
publications as part of a marketing
strategy."
"UOP made some good impres
sions," said McDavid referring to this
year's open house. " I heard a lot of
positive comments." Visiting students
and parents said they were impressed
with the warm, peaceful atmosphere of
the campus. "Itreminds me of the East
Coast," said Linda Kimbrel a parent
from Los Angeles considering UOP
for her daughter,Courtney. "It's a very
cozy atmosphere," saidEumiceTaik, a
prospective student
At least one family is visiting UOP
all theway from Iraq. MitraHokmabadi
wants her daughter to attend a private
university in the United States. She is
convinced that UOP is beautiful and a
wonderful place to study.
The Open House was meant to
provide an introduction to the Univer
sity. Many visitors said the day was
well organized and informative. "It
was very comprehensive," said Jan
Taussig, a visiting parent from Irvine.
Her son Jason, however, wondered
why there were not more students
available to talk about other aspects of
the campus. "I would have liked toask
questions to a student panel. I wanted
to know about such things like the food
and the living conditions. These things
are important People thatare interested
in going to school here need to talk to
students."
One admissions councilor said hav
ing astudent panel mightbe a bad idea.
The councilor said that students
sometimes respond in a negative way
to certain questions about UOP. "Both
sides to a question mustbe heard since
negative remarks are often taken in the
wrong way."
"We must decide what it is that we
have to offer," said Vice President
Horace Fleming. "What is unique that
makes the difference."
Professor
Gerald Hewitt who also spoke at the
event said that UOP is "Big enough to
offer variety, yetsmall enough tooperate
on a human scale."
Top notch professors and individu
alized instruction is something UOP
prides itself on. "Professor's attitudes
towards students is incredible," said
UOP student Angela Wilson in her
speech to the visitors. "The professors
really care."
The admissions office stresses the
importance of the entire campus
working together, making UOP an at
tractive choice. "It is the whole Uni
versity that needs to be involved in the
recruitment process, not just admis
sions," said Eric Kjelgaard, an admis
sions councilor and former Student
Body President of UOP 1988-1989.

Students protest
military build up
(CPS)
A substantial
substantial number
number of
of
(
)- A
college students ended two months of
seeming silence about the military
buildup in the Middle East when they
joined and helped to organize protests
Oct 20 in 16 different cities.
The rallies were in part organized
by the Hampshire College Gulf Crisis
Action Group, which sent facsimile
messages to campus peace groups
around the nation to coach them to
generate big turnouts.
/'
Anti-war marches ultimately drew
anywhere from 125 people in Wash
ington, D.C., to 5,000 in New York
City. Students also rallied in Los An
geles, San Francisco, Atlanta and
Houston, among other places.
Organizers said they were pleased
with the turnout and hoped the efforts
would get college students and com
munities involved in a"dialogue"about
the U.S. involvement in the Middle
East, said Erik Havlick, one of the
Hampshire students who mounted the
fax campaign.
Students and community members
with "all different views" participated,
Havlick said.
"We don't want U.S. troops to play
a primary role"in the conflict, Havlick
maintained.

"I think there's
been a one-sided
view of
possibilities [to
end the Middle
East crisis.]"
-Alexandra De
Montrichard
Student at Mount
Holyoke
Other students had different rea
sons for protesting. Alexandra De
Montrichard, a student at Mount
Holyoke who was one of about 800
protesters in Boston, said she wanted
Americans to have a more objective
view of the crisis.
"I think there's been a one-sided
view of possibilities" to end theMiddle
East crisis, De Montrichard said.
U.S. forces were sent to Saudi
Arabia after Iraq invaded Kuwait on
Aug. 2.
Many of the 250,000 soldiers sent
by President George Bush have been
college students who were helping to
pay for school by joining the military
reserves.
However, studentreaction at home
has been quiet, unlike during pst con
flicts in Vietnam or Central America.
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While national polls show that 1829 year-oldsare themostcritical of any
age groupof theU.S.'s handling of the
situation, there have been only isolated
protests on a few campuses.
The biggest anti-war turnouts thus
far have been at the universities of
Illinois-Champaign, California at
Berkeley, Minnesota and Colorado at
Boulder and George Mason Univer
sity.

The tradition of
Homecoming
Harold |acoby recalls first Homecoming

Havlick maintained more students
would assume the traditional college
opposition to most military activities if
they knew more about the situation.
"We're not getting any kind of
history or background" about the
Middle East from the media, Havlick
complained.
Havlick started the Hampshire
College Gulf Crisis Action Group to
help students at his school get more
information on the conflict He hopes
that students at other schools will also
take a stand.
"I hope that any student who's in
volved in any sort of social improve
ment" will fight for a peaceful solution
in the Middle East Havlick said.
However, Michael Beneville, an
other Hampshire student was more
optimistic about student activism.
Beneville predicted the student Scene In front of Alpha Chi Omega, 1959.
movement will increase dramatically,
especially if there is fighting.
bonfire to mark its Homecoming also.
"They ain't seen nothing yet," he By Sarah Walraven
claimed.
Staff Writer
Jacoby remarked, "I remember the
bonfire vividly. There wasa tremendous
There are some indications that
Once again the time of year has supply of scratch lumber of one sort or
college students and administrators are
come for UOP to celebrate its annual another from the building of the cam
becoming mors politically active.
Students at the universities of Ak Homecoming! The Homecoming tra pus. The freshman class was in charge
ron (Ohio), Denver, Alabama and Ari dition at UOP began in 1924 and has of building the bonfire and the sopho
zona, as well as Kansas State, Ameri been faithfully observed every year more class of guarding it" However,
can and Tufts universities held a "Free since then. Harold Jacoby, an author the sophomores did not do a very good
Kuwait Day" on Sept. 24 to call for and retired sociology professor, was a job of guarding the bonfire.
freshman at UOP in 1924. He recalls
The Homecoming football gameof
Iraq's withdrawal from Kuwait
In a throwback to the 1960s, students UOP's first Homecoming as an excit 1924 was scheduledwith theAggiesof
atHarvardUniversityheldapre-protest ing and sometimes chaotic experience. UC Davis. The night before the game,
In !924,UOPhadjustmoveditscampus two of davis' team members sneaked
teach-in on Oct. 19.
past the sophomore guards and lit the
And an aide to Sen. Terry Sanford from San Jose to Stockton.
Many of the alumni, who felt that bonfire. The following day all classes
of North Carolina in early October
speculated the Persian Gulf crisis had UOP's home wasin San Jose, left with at UOP were cancelled so that students
helped wreck the budget at North hard feelings because of the move. could collect enough firewood to have
Carolina State University, where 300 Jacoby said, "The idea of Homecom another bonfire. The two Aggies were
fewer people than expected registered ing was rather new to everyone. It was soon captured and had their heads
an inexact term because they were not shaven by some UOP students before
for this term.
The aide, who asked not to be inviting people home but toan entirely they were released, unharmed.
The football game was as exciting
named, saidmany of the 300 no-shows new campus."
The
purpose
of
Homecoming
that
asthepre-gameaction.Afteralongand
may havebeen called to active military
year was to ease tensions among the brutal struggle,UOPdefeatedthe Davis
duty in Saudi Arabia just before school
alumni and invite them to share in the Aggies by one fieldgoal. Jacoby stated
started.
that Maurice 'Rube' Wood, UOP's
Whatever the reason for the lower festivities at the new campus.
There
were
many
activities
held
in
enrollment, N.C. State has been forced
to lay off staff members, cancel scores UOP's 1924 Homecoming that no
of classes and decrease the number of longer exist today. It used to be that
Homecomings in general, were cel
hours its libraries are open to help it
ebrated
by a huge bonfire. UOP had a
save money.
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former quarterback, became frustrated
with the 'neckandneck' scoringandhe
decided that he would kick the ball
himself, with leses than a minute left
'Rube' completed the kick and won the
game for UOP.
Jacoby said that he enjoyed many
Homecomings at UOP, asastudentand
as a profesor. Jacoby felt that UOP's
first Homecoming in Stockton would
always stand out in his mind as truely
serving the purpose of reuniting the
alumni with their campus and peers.
When asked what he believed was
the most important thing about
Hoecomings, Jacoby said,"It is tfie re
unions."Jacoby remarked thatitis vital
for a university to allow its former
students to remainapartof the progress
accomplished by that university, since
it was they whocontributed to it and
continue to support it Jacoby said it is
the reunions that are what Homecom
ings are all about and that this should
always be remembered when cel
ebrating Homecoming.
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Future of student loan
program investigated
(CPS) — The nation's student loan
program isnear collapse,many colleges
are on the fiscal ropes and students'
costs are rising faster than almost
anyone else's.
But, for the first time in 10 years,
the U.S. Dept. of Education, which
administers most federal college pro
grams, has admitted it might have
something to do with it all.
In what some consider to be some
sort of milestone, U.S. Education
Secretary Lauro Cavazos admitted
earlier this month that his department
may be partly to blame for the accu
mulated problemsof thefederal student
loan program.
"We have failed many times as a
department, but I really feel during our
watch we have addressed the issue,"
Cavazos told the permanent subcom
mittee on investigations of the Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee Oct..
11.
The secretary's remains cameat the
final hearing in the subcommittee's
year-long investigation of student loan
programs. The findings will be used to
recommend changes in the financial
aid program.
"The secretary is to be congratulated
for facing up to facts," said Charles
Saunders of the American Council on
Education. "But the question is, what
are they going to do about it?"
The entire student loan system al
most collapsed this summer when the
nation's largest student loan guarantor,
a Kansas-based agency called the
Higher Education Assistance Founda
tion (HEAF), ran out of money trying
to pay for student defaults.

RACISM

(Continued from page 2)

building. The student said she told him
her name and who she was visiting.
Shet then proceeded to her friends room.
He then reportedly told her, "you will
go no where and do nothing in this
building withoutmypermission." The
student proceeded to her friends room
where the head resident later arrived
asking of her where abouts. She went
downstairs to discuss the matter with
him. Thestudent expressed to him that
she felt the whole incident was racially
motivated. A heated argument ensued
and according to the student when he
pointed his finger in her face and she
knocked his hand out of the way he

In early October, the Student Loan
Marketing Association — often called
Sallie Mae - assumed most of HEAF's
troubled loans.
But in mid-October, the Federal
Bureau of Investigation revealed it is
investigating Sallie Mae for possibly
fraudulently trying to make itself look
financially stronger than it actually is.
"Unfortunately, through all these
hearings, we did not hear of even a
single major component of the guar
anteed student loan program that is
working efficiently or effectively," said
Sen. Sam Nunn (D-Ga.), the
subcommittee's chairman.
All parties agree the student aid
system's biggest problem is that so
manycollegeloansarenotbeingrepaid.
Last year, thegovernmentgave$2.4
billion to banks to cover loans that
students failed to repay. Ordinarily, the
money would have gone to students to
help pay tuition.
Observers, however, disagreeabout
who's to blar"" for the high default
rate.
Some blame unscrupulous trade
schools that, to help students pay them,
simply secure federal loans for stu
dents regardless of thestudents' ability
to repay.
Others have blamed college ac
crediting agencies, Congress and stu
dents themselves.
Many educators blamed the Educa
tion Dept. itself for radically changing
its philosophy in 1981,whenitswitched
the college aid program from empha
sizing grants—which don't have to be
repaid — to loans to students.
Even responsible students, the edu-

cators argued, would have trouble re
paying the kind of debtthedepartment's
new policy would pile on them.
We have relied on loans when we
should have relied on grants," said
Terrel Bell, who served as secretary of
education when the change was made.
'IT was a constant struggle" to get
funding for the programs, Bell recalled.
Because of thosebudgetary pressures,
we went to loans. Policy-wise, it was
not a good thing to do."
"The bad guys are the ones de
faulting," retorted Chester Finn, a
former Education Department appoin
tee who helped shape the new policy at
the advent of theReagan administration.
Blaming thedepartment, he said, is
like blaming the New York cops for
crime. It's not their fault."
While Cavazos admitted his de
partment had something to do with the
default buildup, the secretary reserved
most of the blame for Congress, which
heclaimsdidn'tgranthim theauthority
he needed to properly regulate the pro
gram.
Finn also likes the idea of blaming
Congress, which he says is succumb
ing to outside pressure from lobbyists
representing trade schools. "Congress
has been lobbied as heavily on this
issue as anything I've ever seen,"
charged Finn, "and they've responded
to that pressure."
Even during Bell's tenure from
1981-85, lobbying on behalf of the forprofit schools was"amazing." Because
the schools were a form of private
ennterprise, Bell remembered, "they
were the choice above all others in the
minds of conservatives."
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jobs, ackowledged Sharon Fulkerson, flat." Hayes explained.
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2300 West Alpine Ave.
shoved her against a wall and called
African American Student Union re
UOP Public Safety. The student was
garding the incident and thought it was
asked to leave the building by Public over.
Safety and she initially protested, but
The student said that she spoke
eventually agreed to leave. She ex
with Dean Barr and Cathy Sampson at
pressed her anger to the Public Safety
Student Life about the incident and an
officers and was told,"to go home and
interacial committee is being formed to
sleep it off."
address these kinds of issues.
According to the head resident,
From the individuals we've spo
the incident was notracially motivated.
ken with we've found that racial atti
He said that he was "following proce
tudes on campus are highly polarized.
dure" when he asked herfor identifica
While some believe their race has not
tion and who she was visiting.
affected the way in which they've in
According to him, he didn't
tegrated into the campus others feel
physically assault herbut that
that racist attitudes are alive and well at
she"slugged him." As far as he is UOP.
concerned, he has put the entire epi
sode behind him. He addressed the
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ACROSS THE NATION
'Right to know' nears passage

(CPS) — While students and offi
cials at two campuses traded accusa
tions of crime cover-ups and sensa
I fewer positi0ns
tionalist
reporting, Congress moved
s
316
I
already ;oh
ne
step
closer
Oct. 18 to approving a
0
|tondoorsteps"0f
13#
to
require
schools
to publish their
e
f P^gapplicau0^K
agre^ crirne statistics.
l"
joint House and Senate commitphools have been p
"AJ~
the drop in n>/-n T^'aily i ^came up with a compromise "right
kctown, Ante-15
,know"
to know bill.
The bill, which now must be ap
Iniversity law school".,
proved by both houses before it goes to
•mversuy of Calif'
s law school all have^T!.91 president Bush for approval, will re
quire administrators to make campus
law firms are recniiuJ^J
graduation rates and crime statistics
publicSuch a law won't come a minute too
soon at Shepherd College in West
Virginia or at the State University of
\(ew
York at Buffalo, where a student
Ihicf for Harvard Uni ^
rvas raped and killed Sept. 29 in an area
1. in alctter 10 Harvar]^
ivhere two other students had been
similarly assaulted.
I films that had scheduli/i
lisits have canceledin«^ At Shepherd, college President
yfichael Riccards accused editors of
Hie Picket, the student paper, of creating
"aclimate of fear and suspicion on this
campus" by publishing an issue fo
cusing on an increase in school crime.
The Picket's October issue included
reports of rape, assault and the alleged
lazing of freshmen by members of the
football team.
An editorial co-written by editor
Steve Rosa noted rises in gay bashing,
racial tension and hazing on campus,
trge PI2&A
and bemoaned the lack of thorough
' I
purchased
campus crime reports.
I
"In some respects, our little comer
of the world is even more dangerous
other drsoount ollAr.
ihan a city," Rose wrote.
But the articles, Riccards wrote in
an open letter two days after the paper
came out, "have created a sense of
anxiety oncampus among studentsand
employees; those articles are also a
mixture of fact, rumor, falsehood and
innuendo."
"There was no crime wave on this
campus," Riccards declared in the let
line Ave
ter.
SUNY-Buffaloadministrators made
a similar claim in defending their role

crSF2^
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in publicizing—or not publicizing —
three crimes that technically occurred
off campus.
Buffalo sophomore Linda Yalem's
raped, gagged and strangled body was
found by police near a recreation path
aboutaquarter mile from campus. Four
months earlier, a woman — a
nonstudent—was attacked and raped
in the same area.

InAugust, 1989,ajunior high school
girl was attacked and raped in the same
area, and in the same way, as the other
two victims.
"Linda was very meticulous and
she would have found out if the infor
mation wasthere for her," asserted Ann
Yalem, the most recent victim's sister,
in blaming Buffalo administrators for
not warning students of the danger.
"She didn't know, and would not have
run there if she knew."
The 1986murderofLehigh Univer
sity student Jeanne Cleary led her par
ents, Howard and Connie Cleary, to
pressure congress to require colleges to
let students know of crime danger, if
only to give them a fair chance of
taking adequate precautions.
The result was last week's vote in
favor of the bill.
During the past year, campus papers
generally have been devoting more
resources to reporting local crime,
sometimes over the objections of ad
ministrators anxious to preserve vic
tims' privacy and their schools' repu
tation.
In mid-October, the Student Press
Law Center in Washington, D.C., set
up a "Campus Crime Hotline" to help
editors pry crime reports from reluctant
administrators.
At Shepherd, Editor Rosa thinks
Riccards is retaliating against the
paper's stories to try and control what
it reports.
"Our basic contention is that every
thing in our president's letter is un
true," Rosa maintained.
"They (Shepherd's administration)
are trying to ruin my name because I'm
doing my job," he said.
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Playboy to shoot all-women's schools
(CPS) — Claiming it's bowing to
student pressure, Playboy magazine has
started asking students at women's
colleges to pose in various states of
undress for a spring pictorial.
The magazine, which often trolls
campuses for willing models, decided
to recruitat women's colleges this year
in response to alleged requests from
students who felt "left out" because
Playboy had never hired women from
their schools, said Elizabeth Norris, a
Playboy spokeswoman.
Norris, however, would not name
the people who made the unusual re
quests, and said she did not know if the
students who called were male or fe
male.
Regardless of who called, Playboy
editors also wanted to investigate the
"myth" that students at women's col
leges are all feminists with short hair,

Norris added.
"The response has been fabulous,"
Noiris said.
Some women's college students
have had a hard time believing her.
The attitude here is varying de
grees of disapproval,"said Melissa Dile,
presidentof theAssociated Students of
Mills College, a women's college in
Oakland, Calif.
They're trying to capitalize on the
publicity of last spring" when Mills
students protested to keep administra
tors from admitting men to college,
Dile maintained.
In mid-October,Playboy sent a crew
to Boston for a week of photographing
students and alumni at schools that are
all-female or have recently gone coed
including Elms, Emmanuel, Mount
Holyoke, Pine Manor, Regis, Simmons,
Smith, Wellesley, Wheaton and

However, she said, they object to
having Smith's name attached to a
playmate.
The controversy is similar to the
protests and anger that have greeted
Playboy, whose corporate public rela
tions specialists transform them into
free publicity, on its recruiting forays
onto campuses each year.
In September, University of Cali
fornia at Santa Barbara students held a
small protest of Playboy hiring UCSB
women for a "Women of the BigWest"
feature in the October issue.
In March, the presidents of Athletic
CoastCohference schools—including
Duke, Maryland, Virginia, Georgia
Tech, Clemson, Wake Forest, North
Carolina State universities — sent a
letter charging Playboy was "exploit
ing our universities" in a group of pho
tos titled "Women of the ACC."

r CAMPUS NEWS NOTES—

Gubernatorial candidates
offers free college tuition
(CPS)—Much likeold-time politi
cians who promised voters free beer
and jobs in return for their support,
gubernatorial candidates in Texas and
Ohio in mid-Octoberpromised citizens
free college tuition if they win their
November contests.
The tempting promises suggest tu
ition is gaining ground as political is
sue nationally.
An Oct. 12 Gallup Organization
survey, commissioned by the Council
for Advancement and Support of
Education, found that nine in 10
Americans believe most people can't
afford togo to college without financial
aid.Also, sixin lOthoughtmoststudents
have to rely too much on loans.
As part of his campaign platform,
Texas Republican gubernatorial can
didate Clayton Williams proposed
giving needy students who excel in

Wheelock colleges.
"I think it's important that the public
knows that we (students at Mount
Holyoke) don't want to be represented
like this," said Heather Merrill, a Mount
Holyoke senior who helped plan an
anti-Playboy petition drive and picket
ing of Playboy's Chicago offices.
Norris added that, despite the
"fabulous" response, campus protests
have "scared" some students into not
keeping appointments for interviews
they made with Playboy.
"It's not fair that they're (the pro
testing students) notgiving theirsisters
the freedom to do what they want,"
Norris said.
Tess Resman, vice president of the
Student Government Association at
Smith College,said students there "be
lieve every woman has the right to do
what she wants to do with her body."

Student taps into campus computer to
counterfeit checks

high school two years of free college
tuition.
He figured the program would cost
the state $32 million, and he proposed
paying for it by cutting the size of state
government.
"I don't know how he expects to
have the money to do this," said Candice
Driver, a student at the University of
Texas-Austin, noting the state is already
under pressure to give more help to the
prison system, human services and
secondary education.
"I think itis all talk," she continued.
"It can never happen."
StudentsatTexasTecharenotpaying
much attention to it.
"It hasn'tbeen muchof a fire-starter
issue," related student government
President Ross Crabtree.
Instead, students there are more
(See CANDIDATES, back page)
to noisQfnito v
£>fto tu, .

EAST LANSING, Mich. (CPS) — The U.S. Secret Service charged a
Michigan State University student and a friend with using MSU'scomputers
since July to manufacture fake cashier's checks worth more than $50,000.
Officials said student Anthony Grewel, 21, and friend David Martin, 23,
scanned blank logos into a campus Macintosh computer and, using a common
illustration program, allegedly printed counterfeit cashier's checks on a laser
printer.
In announcing the arrest Oct. 16,a Secret Service spokesman said the two
has used the cash to buy a bicycle, some ski equipment, a dining room set and
a $17,000 computer.

U. Washington students get drunk on
placebo
SEATTLE, Wash. (CPS)—University ofWashington researcherssay they
managed to get about 200 UW students, told they were drinking alcoholic
beverages that really were nonalcoholic, to act chunk, make gross sexual
advances toward each other and confess to feeling "buzzy" and "a little
blasted."
"It's like 'Pavlov's dog,"' said G. Alan Marlatt of UW's Addictive
Behaviors Research Center. "Just knowing you are going to have a drink,
seeing it poured, touching it to your lips and feeling it go down can make the
expectations come true, and set off a chemical reaction in the body."
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Trying to stretch dollars when you're
computer shopping doesn't mean you're willing
to make sacrifices.
Apple introduces the Macintosh Classic.
That's why you should consider the new,
affordable Macintosh® Classic® computer.
It has everything you need—including a monitor, keyboard, mouse,
2 megabytes of RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk. Just plug everything in and
the Macintosh Classic is ready to run, because the system software is already
installed: And, thanks to the Macintosh computer's legendary ease of use, you'll
be up and running in no time.
Like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applications
that all work in the same, consistent way—so once you've learned one program,
you're well on your way to learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate
that doesn't have trouble sharing. The Apple® SuperDrive™—standard
equipment with every Macintosh—reads from and writes to Macintosh,
. .i . . L riacei_ rf,mouters purchased before January 1991 include system software on floppy disks; software is not installed.
,2S!1. Tl- inr Aoole the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. SuperDrive and "The
©1990 Apple Compute .
.
,0 computer, Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS
Qf A
power
t JpYademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation
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MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple n floppy disks, which means
you can share information with someone who uses a
different type of computer.
See the Macintosh Classic for yourself. It'll change your mind
about cheap roommates.

University Computer Store
A Division of the University Bookstore

Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
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OPINION
EDITORIAL

Now is the time
for all good men.
Not only do UOP students have an obligation to voice their opinion
on Student Affairs and Student Government, but it's time they take a
stand on the issues that affect them outside the campus and classroom.
Students once again have the opportunity to choose their favorite
candidates and issues in next week's elections, but, as with the general
population, few will chose to exercise this right.
Despite the fact that a majority of the proposition issues proposed on
the coming ballot will have little effect on a student for the time being,
it is what will happen because of these issues in the years following a
students' graduation that they should be concerned with. Many of the
issues will have an effect on the finances, career and education of not
only students, but their families as well. Yet, still many students refuse
to take the time to punch out an absentee ballot or register to vote so that
they may make a difference.
To many the idea of voting in an election centered in their hometown
seems preposterous. How can a student remain current on the events of
everyday America when they remain within the confines of UOP
everyday fornine months of the year? It is for this reason alone that many
students have chosen to participate in San Joaquin County elections.
Stockton politics affect students far more than they realize. Crime rates,
zoning, taxes and education all affect the relationship between Stockton
and the University campus. Each of these things may affect students at
one point or anotherduringtheirstay atUOP, and their vote can thus have
an impact on the campus.
For those people who want to remain active in their own local
government, it takes more effort, but it's worth every step. If it means
reading the ballot pamphlet front to back or reading a local newspaper
from home,students should be aware that while the outcome of the votes
may not be affecting them personally, it affects their family and home.
Voter apathy is something that America experiences far too seriously
for a country that has gone through so much turmoil to achieve the right
of the vote in the first place. Some will blame the apathy on the poorly
educated, but UOP is certainly not indicative of that. Everybody at this
school is capable of making a difference and of voicing their concerns,
so why not take the opportunity to do it?
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Your favorite cartoon character
Charles Schilling
Professor of Music, Emeritus

Snoopy in "Peanuts," because fie
catalyst for the humor.

Adrlenne Arieff
Sophomore
Public Relations

Betty Boop, because I use d to idolize
her when I was younger. She's a fun
girl and I like fun people, and she's
the sexiest female character there is.

Curt Crandall
Senior
Business

Fred Flinstone because he reminds
me of myself and because he has a
good looking wife.

Courtney Barnes
Senior
Entertainment Mngmt,

Rlch because I aspire to live
.,
the lifestyle he does.

Katherine Rogers
Junior
International Studies

Droonv hor
because he's mellow.

Brad Temkin
Sophomore
Business

Bullwinkle because of his funky
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Botswana trapped in apartheid's shadow

By Sarah Boersma

Staff Writer
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STOCKHOLM (Reuters) —
Sweden has announced plans to cut
jack its cradle-to-grave welfare state
or which the country has been famous
for almost 60 years. "What you see is
the end of that history—the fall of the
Swedish model and the start of
Sweden's entry to the European
model," said economist Per-Martin
vleyerson, an adviser to the Swedish
Industrial Society. In measures in
tended to halt a loss of confidence in
Sweden's ailing economy, the minor
ity Social Democratic government said
riday that it will seek parliament's
endorsementof European Community
Membership after long insisting that
joining the EC would compromise
Sweden's long-cherished neutrality. It
also proposed the first steps in scaling
jack a social welfare system that has
jrovided social security at an increas
ingly heavy economiccost "This will
affect all of society. A negative eco
nomic trend cannot be reversed with
cosmetic measures," Prime Minister
Ingvar Carlsson said as the govern
ment unveiled a plan to cut the state
judgetbyatleast3.5percenL Proposals
include reducing sickness benefits,
cutting the state bureaucracy by 10
jercent and reducing state involve
ments in nationalized companies to
make them more profitable.

ties, created under new Soviet laws,
have competed and were listed on the
ballot.

Ukrainian radicals
demand independence
KIEV, Soviet Union (Los Angeles
Times) — The biggest grass-roots
movement in the Ukraine decided last
Sunday to seek full independence for
the Soviet republic, dimming Krem
lin hopes that Ukrainians would ulti
mately choose to remain united with
their brother Slavs, the Russians. The
movement, known as Rukh, changed
its program at a congress that capped
a tumultuous month of strikes, personal
fasts and protests in the republic .which
has long been known as the country's
breadbasket Rukh's former line —
that it backed perestroika and was
seeking only sovereignity— had been
kept purposely moderate so as not to
alienate rural Ukrainians and many
people in Kiev.The congress, attended
by 2,300 delegates, proclaimed that
restoration ofUkrainian independence
and theestablishmentof a democratic
republic as Rukh's goals, but it
comitted itself to a nonviolent trans
formation in the Soviet Union's sec
ond-laigest republic.

Crisis in Ireland may
bring first woman
president
DUBLIN (Associated Press) —
The first presidential race in 17 years
could bring down thegovernment and
give Ireland its first woman president
in large part becauseone candidate
cannot decide whether he made a tele
phone call eight years ago. Because of
the controversy, the government faced
a vote of confidence on Wednesday,
one week before the presidential
election. Defense Minister Brian
Lenihan, the early front-runner in the
campaign, has stumbled on his vary
ing recollections of a telephone call to
the current president, Patrick Hillery,
in 1982. In the alleged phone call,
which followed a no-confidence vote
in parliament, Lenihan reportedly
improperly pressured Hillery to ask
the opposition party to form a gov
ernment instead of calling national
elections. Ireland's president, whose
role is largely ceremonial, is supposed
to steer clear of any involvement in
party politics. The disclosure of
Lenihan's alleged telephone call raises
afinepointof law and custom: whether
the opposition may advise the president
in exercising his one real power, the
right to dissolve parliament. Lenihan,
who is also deputy prime minister,
said in May that he "distinctly" re
membered the call. But when theissue
came up last week, he denied making
the call. He kept denying it even after
the whole country heard a tape re
cording of him discussing the call in
detail with a political science student
On mature recollection, and full relection, I did not ring President Hillery
on that night," Lenihan said last
Thursday night after the tape was
jroadcasL

Soviets vote for new
parliament
TBILISI, U.S.S.R. (Associated
Press)—Voters in Georgia (U.S.S.R.)
flocked to the polls last Sunday for
parliamentary elections expected to
pave the way for the southern Soviet
republic's independence. About 35
parties, most of them grouped into
coalitions, were taking partin the con
test, the first true multiparty elections
in Soviet history. At stake were 250
seats in the republic's Supreme Soviet.
Official results of the balloting were
not expected until the end of the week
Tass news agency reported. NonCommunists have been elected in sev
eral cities and republics elsewhere in
theSovietUnion. But yesterday's race
marked the first time that formal par-

Hussein cancels gas
rationing in Iraq
AMMAN, Jordan (New York
News)—President Saddam Hussein
of Iraq on S unday reversed a decision
to ration fuel and dismissed the min
ister whose apparent miscalculation
led to the announcement 10 days ago
that the country faced a gasoline
shortage.The Iraqi leader'smovecame
as he met twice in Baghdad with a
special envoy sent by the Soviet
president, Mikhail Gorbachev. After
two sessions of talks that had raised
hopes that a peaceful solution to the
Persian Gulf crisis might be imminent,
reports from Baghdad, including one
by the BBC, quoted Soviet corre
spondents traveling with the envoy,
Yevgeny M. Primakov, as saying the
sessions had ended "without having
achieved agreement on the issues
discussed." Both Primakov and the
Iraqi leadership withheld immediate
comment on the talks.

University of the Pacific professor
John Milton said two weeks ago that
even though the South African country
of Botswana is independent from the
South African government, it is still
very influenced by apartheid.
Speaking to an audience of about
80 people at UOP, Milton said, "You
cannot get away from the influence of
South Africa in Botswana." In his
speech called "In the Shadow of
Apartheid; Life in Botswana," Milton
discussed his personal experiences in
Botswana.
Milton returned three months ago
from a three-year stay in Botswana
with hisfamily. In Botswana, he worked
in the primary education departmentof

the University of Botswana.
"It is an important part of me,"
Milton said when describing his expe
rience. "Botswana is a small, caring
community about the size of Texas
with just over one million people." Its
main resources are diamonds, soda ash,
beef and farming within the Kawahabi
Desert, which covers five-eighths of
the small country.
During his stay, Milton kept a
journal. In his journal he predicted "a
blood bath"either in the way the South
African government supressed the
black majority or in the way the black
majority mightrevoltagainstthe South
African government. "It hasn't hap
pened yet," said Milton.
Even though Botswana is an inde
pendent country, it cannot escape the

"shadow of South Africa apartheid,"
according to Milton. "If you live in
Botswana, you become involved in
apartheid whether you want to or not."
Since all of Botswana's imports come
across the border, people from

the many times he awoke in the morn
ing to the sound of gunfire. "I'll never
forget waking to bombs when South
Africa sent troops in to 'remove' some
people from Botswana not far from
where my children went to school," he
said.
According to Milton, brutal events
"Everything you
such as these happened repeatedly and
eat, drink or use yet no one could do anything about it.
conies from South People would hear the gunshots and
see the violence in the streets, but they
Africa, even
never talked about it, according to
water."
Milton. "Nothing was ever put in
-John Milton newspapers about this brutal violence,
Botswana are being trapped into being and when someone was asked about
a part of apartheid. "Everything you the violence, people, especially the
eat, drink or use comes from South press, refused to discuss it," said Milton.
'They weren't pretending it didn't
Africa, even water," said Milton.
In his speech, Milton remembered happen. They just didn't want to talk
about it."

British perspective of Gulf crisis examined
By Abby Gardner

Staff Writer

"One of the benefits of retirement
from the foreign service is that I am no
longer the spokesman and I do not have
to speak on behalf of the British gov
ernment," said Sir John Leahy, while
giving a speech on "The Middle East:
A British Perspective." He added "I
would like you to understand the things
I say this afternoon are my views. I
keep in touch with my own matesin the
foreign British government, but I am
not their spokesman in any way. It
gives me a certain freedom to say
things that I have been disciplined out
of saying."

This began the informative lecture
given by Leahy. Leahy, among other
posts, was a former assistant under
secretary for the British Foreign Service.
Leahy continued discussing the
origins of the present conflict in the
gulf, rather than the immediate tactics.
He refered to the other problems in the
region, such as the Palestinians and
how their problems are connected in
many ways.
He posed many questions. "Why
should the West be intervening at all in
the Persian Gulf? And why can't we
leave it to the Arabs to settle their own
problems, as someof their own leaders,
notably King Husssein (not to be con
fused with that other Hussein nextdoor)

U.N. position in
Gulf explained
By Laurie Liebmann
Staff Writer

When a crisis like that of the Persian
Gulf arises, the international effects
touch the lives of many far and near.
Not only are those who are in the
middle of the crisis worried about their
safety and the eventual outcome, but
other countries watch from afar hoping
for the best and fearing how the ag
gression will impact them now and in
thefuture. Theworld community looks
to the United Nations for its response
and solutions.
Professor Stephen McCaffrey, cur
rently a professor of International Law
at McGeorge School of Law and a
member of International law Commis
sion for theU. N. said, "Iraq'sinvasion
of Kuwait on August 2 of this year
Catholic priests to
sparked a response from the interna
remain celibate
tional community, acting through the
UnitedNations,thelikesofwhichhasn't
VATICAN CITY (Associated
been seen in the 45- year history of the
Press) — Bishops who opposed
organization." McCaffrey spoke on
changing the requirement that priests
Wednesday on the international re
be celibate ended a meeting Sunday
sponse taken to the Persian Gulf crisis
admitting it will not be easy to attract
through the Security Council.
candidates with theneeded "heroism
The Security Council is the acting
for the priesthood. Pope John Paul II
force of the U.N. and the organization
had summoned the bishops from
whose duty is to conceive and imple
around the world for a month-long
ment a plan under the U.N.'s Charter
synod on how to bring in good, com
Laws to resolve a problem that involve
mitted priests to a church that has
the international community of the
suffered defections from the priest
United Nations. McCaffrey said that,
hood and seen a drop in seminary
"Because of the cooperation and soli
enrollments in affluent parts of the
darity of the members of the Security
world. Throughout his 12-year-old
Council and virtually all of the inter
papacy, John Paul consistently has
national community to condemn and
defended the celibacy requirement
try to reverse the blatant acts of ag
which the church sees as a means
gression that have occurred; it has en
give priests more time to devote
abled the collective security systems of
their mission and lessopportunity for
the U.N. to function as originally in
distractions.Therequirementhasbeen
tended, as a global response, to the
blamed as one of the reasons for the
invasion of Kuwait."
decline in thenumberofpreistsaround
Their are many restrictions that pre
vent the use of force by individuals to
the world.
relieve the problem and force Iraq to

retreat from Kuwait before the Secu
rity Council has tried reestablish peace.
Through theU.N. theSecurity Council
has the sole power to determine the
existence of any threatto peace oractof
aggression and it is their duty to make
provisions according to their decisions.
It can take provisional measures to
avoid further harm or intensity. It may
order protective measures to be taken
or measures not using force such as
economic blockade or other kinds of
economic measures. Lastly asamilitary
option it is able to"take such actions by
air, sea or land forces as maybe neces
sary to maintain or restore peace or
security."
In response to the invasion as of
present, the Security Council has
adopted several resolutions concern
ing this situation. The first resolution
was adopted on the day the invasion
took place and demanded that Iraq
withdraw from Kuwait and begin in
tensive negotiation. Since that initial
resolution, it has also established
measures to prohibit exporting and
importing to and from Iraq except for
medical purposes and food in hu
manitarian purposes. Also, as Iraq
claimed the annexation of Kuwait, the
council refused to recognize its claim
and called all nations to also not rec
ognize such an annexation. With the
increase of the hostage situation they
demanded relief measures to be taken
on the Iraquis part and they withdrew
the immunity of their people as am
bassadors.
As the situation intensified the Se
curity Council formed more resolu
tions to bring a halt the acts of aggres
sion of Iraq and restrict contact with the
international community. The council
has not yet been able to relieve the
crisis but still will continue to impose
actions it feels are necessary until the
situation is resolved.

have suggested? What finally should
we do to help make the region more
stable in the future?"
Leahy then carefully explained the
origins of the present crisis. "In a
sense, what we are seeing is deja vu.
We have been there before." He then
preceded to give a brief history of
Kuwait. 1750 marked the founding of
Kuwait City. "For two centuries, their
independence was insured by lack of
any stabilizing power in the region,"
said Leahy.
"At the end of the last century, the
Ottoman Empire made a rare move to
assert authority over Kuwait In re
sponse, the ruler of Kuwait signed an
agreement with Britain, providing for
British protection in return for Britain
having certain rights in the conduct of
Kuwaiti affairs,"explained Leahy. "At
the start of the first World War, Britain
recognized Kuwait as independent
under its protection. In 1938, the dis
covery of oil transformed the Kuwaiti
situation and the realm of the ruling
family."
In 1950-1965, the new wealth was
used tocreateacomprehensive welfare
state. "Equal education forboth sexes,
free education, free hospitalization, free
electricity. I have never come across a
country where you switch on the lights
and don't get a bill for it!" said Leahy.
In June, 1961, the agreement with
Britain ended. Britain gave up its
remaining rights and Kuwait became
fully independent
"In June of the same year, Iraq
made the announcement of asserting
their sovereignty over Kuwait. For
protection, Kuwait appealed to Britain
and Saudi Arabia for urgent help.
Troops were sent and the immediate
crisis passed.," said Leahy.
According to Leahy, "Although it
was aborted in 1961, Iraq never gave
up. In the intervening period between
nowandtherecentinvasion, from time
to time, the Iraqis made further loud
noises about their intention of one day
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restoring Kuwait to the mother land or
the father land. This time they carried
through on their threats."
Leahy then went on to discuss the
"checkered history" of the parliamen
tary democracy, with it being sus
pended and restored several times.
"King Hussein has been saying that the
west should not intervene and should
leave it to the Arabs themselves to find
a solution. Arabs do not have the
capability toconfrontSaddam Hussein.
They need the West," said Leahy.
"Saudi Arabia specifically asked for
immediate protection for what seemed
to be a Iraqi attack. And on those
grounds alone, we had to intervene."
Leahy went on to explain the word
"We." "I say the word'we', not because
I don't recognize that you have taken
the lead and are playing the predomi
nant role in this affair, but I would like
you to understand that the British feel
we are firmly by your side."
Leahy told the audience that in the
British polls, there is an overwhelming
(70 to 80 percent) support of what the
British government has done and what
the U.S. government has done. "Had
the U.S. not taken such swift action,
Saudi Arabia would have been in
vaded."
Leahy added that there is a small
minority of Britains who suggest that
the Western intervention is solely mo
tivated by the desire to protect the
resources of oil. "I don't agree with
that. There is nothing ignoble about
wanting to be able to get oil. What's
unacceptable in my view is to grab it by
force."
Leahey acknowledged that careful
preparations would give the best
chances of success. They must be
conducted with a "due sense of ur
gency, if the risk of another conflict in
the Middle East is to be avoided. This
time, with the added horror of nucleur
weapons to be used, there is no time to
be lost. It sounds like an old cliche, but
it's a cliche that is true."
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Alumnae gather to celebrate
past, honor grads at luncheon
By Krista Huntsman
Feature Editor

The annual Alumni Awards Lun
cheon will be held at 11:30 ajn. on
Saturday, Nov. 3. The luncheon will
honor outstanding graduates of the
University from theclass of 1949 to the
class of 1980. Over two-hundred
alumni are expected to attend the lun
cheon.
The program for the day includesan
introduction by Mary Young, president
of the Alumni Association, and ends
with remarks made by University
President, Bill Atchley and the singing
of "Pacific Hail" and "Hungry Tigers"
led by William Dehning, director of
choral activities.
The first award will be given to L.
Douglas Pipes for Outstanding Service
to the University. Pipes is most well
known outside of the University as the
senior deputy district attorney for
Contra Costa County. He still finds
time, however, for UOP; Pipes, class of
'65, has been involved with the Alumni
Association Board of Directors, fre
quently donated to Pacific's annual
fund, served as a member of the Alumni
Board for more than 10 years, and was
co-chair of a committee to give an
endowed scholarship in the name of
former debate coach Paul Winters.
Pipes is currently working with his

25th class reunion committee to raise auditor. Esser also is one of five repre
endowed scholarship money.
sentatives from his community serving
The Outstanding Professional Ser on a regional county planning com
vice Award will be given to Bruce mission appointed by the San Mateo
Shore, '56, a molecular physicist, au County Board of Supervisors.
thor of two books and seasoned pro
The final award of the day, The
fessor who is being honored for his Pacific Family Award, will be given to
contributions to his field. Shore's re the Emerson family. The Emerson
search has been pursued in majorcenters family has been associated with the
in Orsay, France and Munich, Germany. University for four generations dating
Irvine Sprague will receive the Dis back to the turn of the century. In all,
tinguished Alumnus of the Year Award the Emersons have graduated seven
for Public Service. Sprague, '49, was family members from Pacific over a
appointed as administrative assistant 90-year span. Patrick Emerson, class
to Congressman John McFall in 1956, of '86,and his brother Michael, class of
thus beginning his 29 years of service '88,arethemostrecentgraduates. Both
under six administrations. Those ad of their parents are also alumni—
ministrations included his appointment Stanley, '58, and Kathleen, '61.
as top assistant to President Lyndon Stanley's parents, Ralph,'24, and lone
Johnson, executive director for Speaker Cunningham, '25, also attended UOP.
of the House, "Tip" O'Neill, and he And the man who began the Pacific
was the only person to be appointed to trend for the Emerson family was
the FDIC by two presidents, Jimmy Stanley's grandfather, Ed, who gradu
Carter and Ronald Reagan.
ated in 1900.
Brooks Esser, '80, will receive the
Each of these alumni, and many
Outstanding Young Alum Award for who were not honored, have helped to
his impressivecontributions following contribute to the strength and reputation
graduation. Esser joined the working that UOP is built upon. Homecoming
world prior to graduation, when he gives not only the students but the
startedasafinancialanalystat Lockheed faculty at UOP a chance to thank all of
Corporation the Monday after his last those who have lent their time, energy
final at UOP. FromLockheedhe moved and money to help make this university
on to Raychem Corp. and then to a better place.
Hewlett-Packard, where he isan internal

.'

Freshman Shelby McGrath is a face at UOP that
stands out Active on campus in both crew and soccer,
McGrath practices at 5 a.m. and 5 p.m. daily foreach of
her sports. It's easy to get run down by doing so much.
I wake up, workout, go to class, study and workout."
Crew and soccer are presently club sports on campus.
McGrath would like to see that change because she
believes that both clubs have great potential to be team
sports. 'I would love to get a girl's crew or soccer team
started," McGrath says, "because there are alotof great
athletes on both teams."
McGrath, who is from Seattle, Washington, loves
UOP and says she has had no trouble adjusting tocollege
fife. Although she is constantly practicing, she says,
"The thing about working out is that it's a great stress
reliever." On topof crew and soccer, she is an avid sailor
and snow skiier.
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New column gets students involved

The Pacifican will be starting a "Dear Abby" columns. The responses
If the column is popular, the
bi-weekly column entitled, will be written by members of the
Cowell Health Center staff may
"Counselor's Comer." Students will Counseling Center staff whoare trained
begin running a column dealing with
have the opportunity to submit let in the field of counseling.
health issues, also on a bi-weekly
ters dealing with social or mental
The staff, led by Lavon Rupel, ran basis.
health issues in a "Dear Abby" type a similar column in past issues of The
Students may send letters by
format
Pacifican pertaining to common emo campus mail to:"Dear Counselor,"
Letters will be selected randomly tional problems. Some of the topics
The Counseling Center, Campus
and will be responded to in a ques covered in past issues dealt with inse
Mail. Students may also bring let
tion and answer format They should curity, anger and jealousy. The Coun
ters, personally, to the Counseling
be anonymously written or with a seling Center staff and Rupel will an
Center, located in the back of the
pen name such as is used in the swer as many letters as possible.
Cowell Health Center.
^
7
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year?
a) 1924
b) 1851
c) 1938

1988-89 Feature Editor

and
By Brian Dotson

2) What is the theme for this year's
Homecoming celebration?
a) The World According to Presi
dent Atchley
b) The World According to Toons
c) UOP in the Cartoons
3) The traditional parade route is:
a) March Lane from Pacific Av
enue to West Lane
b) Pacific Avenue from Harding
Way to Stadium Way and towards the
UOP football practice field
c) Pacific Avenue from Hammer
Lane to Stadium Way and towards the
UOP football practice field

Window in Morris Chapel were origi
nally part of what building?
a) The Temple Methodist Church
of San Francisco
b) The Cathedral of the Annuncia
tion
c) First Methodist Church of
Stockton
10) For you movie buffs, what was
the name of the Robert Conrad flic
filmed at UOP in 1988?
a) "The Q.B."
b) "The Dare"
c) "Glory Days"
11) What wasKhory Hallportrayed
as in the movie "The Sure Thing"?
a) a weights gym
b) a library
c) an indoor swimming pool

4) The last day before Homecoming
Weekend was traditionally a half-day
for classes.
a) True
b) False

12) "Freshmen, more wood!" was a
traditional rallying call for what cam
pus group?
a) Agroupof sarcastic professors in
response to term papers received from
the underclassmen
5) What campus figure is most fre
b) Supporters of the Big Green
quently called on to officiate at initiative
Homecoming activities?
c) Freshmen responsible for the
a) The President
Homecoming Bonfire who were or
b) Tommy Tiger
dered by the uppcrclassmen to collect
c) The UOP football team
wood

festivities is tradition. School colors,
spirit songs and our mascot are all part
of the University's cultural identity.
The annual Homecoming weekend
holds memories of the past and hopes
for the future. Butjust how much do we
really know aboutour school's pastand
6) The Tigers face what team in this
rich history of tradition?
year's Homecoming?
Tommy Tiger, our fearless mascot,
a) Portland
is here to help bring back some memo
b) Arkansas
ries and test your Tiger trivia I.Q. Have
c) Long Beach State
you ever wondered whatHomecoming
was like in the 1930s? Or how the
7) UOP was originally known by
"magical" columns outside of Knoles what name?
Hall ended upatUOP? Play ourHomea) College of the Pacific
coming Trivia Game to find out about
b) California Wesleyan College
UOP's colorful past. Each question is
c) California United Methodist
worth five yards on our gridiron. Get a College
perfect score for a Homecoming game
touchdown, kick the extra point and
8)TheUniversity wasthe first school
help Tommy create the sense of spirit on the west coast to develop a medical
that is UOP's alone. Go you fighting school.
Tigers, and good luck!
a) True
Questions:
b) False
1)
UOP s first Homecoming
9) The sanctuary window and Rose
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Editor in Chief
Homecoming is a time when a sense
of nostalgia fills the air. It is a time
which brings together collegiate mem
bers and alumni alike. Many come to
see the annual paradeand cheer on their
school and alma mater toward victory.
An integral part of the Homecoming
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Test your knowledge with the Homecoming Trivia Game
Rv TUlrika Gamboa
By
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in the past four games?
a) #16,1800 yards
b) #13,1820 yards
c) #5,1884 yards
d) #13,1884 yards
e) #16,1720 yards
14) What was The Pacifican origi
nally named?
a) The Pacific Review
b) The Pacific Weekly
c) The Pacific Historian
15) Who was the first president of
UOP, when it was founded in Santa
Clara?
a) President Bannister
b) President Knoles
c) President Burns
16) UOP's yearbook, The Epoch,
was originally named the Naranjado.
That name is:
a) an Indian tribe native to the
northwest
b) Spanish for "orange"

c) a spicy Mexican dish
17) Before arriving in Stockton,
UOP was in:
a) San Jose
b) Santa Clara
c) both (a) and (b)
d) none of the above
18) Most of the landscaping on
campus was designed by John
McLeran, who is known for his work
on what?
a) Busch Gardens
b) Golden Gate Park
c) Central Park
19) The six Ionic columns outside
Knoles Hall were originally part of
what building?
a) The California State Capitol
building
b) The Stockton City Hall building
c) The Stockton Public Library
building

20) UOP's first professional school
was organized in 1878. What school is
this?
a) School of Education
b) School of Engineering
c) Conservatory of Music
And now for the extra point at
tempt:
The Homecoming game was can
celled from 1943 to 1945 for what
reason?
a) The President opted to spend the
school's funds elsewhere
b) World War II
c) Poor recruitment left the school
without a football program

Well, how did you fare on our
little quiz? Here are the
answers:

By Carey Chatfield
Guest Writer
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13) The Tiger offense has gained
national recognition for its achieve
ments this year. QuarteibackTroy Kopp
has led the attack, breaking many school
and NCAA records. Do you know
Kopp's jersey number and the collec
tive number of yards he has passed for
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Nolan proves people's T.V. preference
By Vidah Hekmaty

Peoplewholfeto^cthinpmarojr
People wholike to take things in through
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The study was done at the Univer
sity of the Pacific, using 200 interper
sonal communication students in Dr.
Nolan's classes to test the research
hypothesis. The idea for the research
was created by combining the re
searchers' interests. "I have always
been interested in personalis tvnes"
says Dr. Nolan. "Scouwas^
in personality, so we combined this
with his interest in mass communica
tion and television and came up with
this idea." Dr. Nolan's students were
allgivenMyers-Briggspersonality tests
at the beginning of the semester and
later, they were asked to volunteer and
answer a questionnaire on what types
of television programs they liked to
watch.
The results showed a significant
correlation betweenspecific personal
ity types and the TV programs they
preferred to watch. "We found inter
esting things, like feeling people that
are emotional and people oriented,re
ally like daytime interview shows,such
as Oprah Winfrey and Phil Donahue.

°

* -- conrlSb

^^tive paper
• * division
— i to
u be
u c read
icaa
before a panel at the National Speech
Communication Association.
According to Dr. Nolan, "the re
search benefits UOP in several ways;
When you get an article published that
you co-authored with a graduate stu
dent; it serves as a real motivator for
future graduate students." In addition
the
you
are associated
associated
11,31 y°
u **
1university that
£
scholarship is coming out of the uni
versity." The research can also benefit
the advertisers who want to market
titeir product to a particular type of
individual. "They can save advertising
dollars by marketing on particular
programs that are more appealing to
those individuals."
Dr.Nolan has been teachingat UOP
for thepast five years. Shereceivedher
BA in mass communication and her
MAandPh.D. in organization commu
nication at Ohio State. "Ohio State
was sobig andit is known as a research
churn, you would have to do tons of
research to ever get tenure. At UOP
they want you to stay current in your
field, soit's important to have conven-

"

tlCI Cl H.C

tion papers. UOP has more of a press
for good teaching, so you don't have
the mad house of having to do research."

do mv
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me 'hree days of the week to

Dr. Nolan agreed that probably the fim
coim^f^11,'" She Spends ^ By Hilary Green
. conservative Republicans, wealthy,
hardest thing about doing research is research
wh h^ d01"g litenUUre Guest Writer
sheltered adolescents whocanry Louis
researcn, which involves visiting uni
Vuitton wallets and drive BMW's.
Choosing a college can be very dif^vateB becauseIhave an esteem need, versity libraries, making copies of
However,
many students agree that the
There are many factors to constudies and studying variousliterature. ficuItstereotype
does not bother them.
=3E=:3'
Atthe moment,Dr.Nolan has gathered sider: whatsize,laigeorsmall; location,
Tuition
is oftena bigconcern when
about200 sourcesof articles which she ^ or westi what types of facilities,'
choosing a school. UOP costs over
has read and categorized for her re- academics, reputation, tuition and
$18,000 per year. Fortunately, as the
search. "AfterIhave gathered all my whetherornotthepersonwillbehappy
price is not low, financial aid is often
with
information,Ispend time at home with
^eir decision. From the students
given. The average amount given last
my computer and my stereo pumping, interviewed, most were generally sat
year was $13,000. Many foreign stu
writing my literature review. Ilike to isfied with their choice of attending
dents receive full payment from their
play new age space music, it helps me UOP and have enjoyed their collegegovernments. Latipah Wahab, an En
tremendously."
life experience thus far.
glish major from Malaysia signed a
Dr. Nolan's motivating goal is to
A freshman from Minnesota wanted
contract between her government and
get the research acceptedandpublished to break away from the cows and try
UOP and recieves full tuition to study
in die Journal of Drug
Education. guc
She something new." She says that UOP
-6^uumuu,i.
here. Wahab finds she enjoys UOP
estimates that if she works eight to five was not her first choice but, she thinks
and
is impressed with the variety the
each dayresearching.itwouldprobably shehas made theright decision. Many
ten different "schools" offered on cam
take hera month to complete thestudy, students from the east coast feet
feel that pus.
hilt nobody
nnhoHt/ U;r\rL-n
f
n"but
works eight to five,
five
UOPis"greaf'becauseitisinCalifornia
Max McCullen, a Stockton native
days a week. That's the great thing and has similar characteristics as the
andUOP junior, came to UOPwith the
about academia, you can work until east coast. UOP is considered tradi
intention of transferring after one se
Dr. Linda Nolan
two in the morning, or put it on the tional and Ivy-League in appearance.
mester.
Now, three years later, he says
I want to see my name in print, right
bookshelf andnot lookat it fora couple Several of the older buildings add
made the right choice to
he
"definitely
now. A bigimportance is that you get of months."
character to the campus, with their
stay."
McCullen
thinks that students
to choose what you want to do."
Even though UOP does not have a greenivy wrappingaround theoutside..
can
recieve
a
well-rounded
education
Dr. Nolan is currently doing re writtenrequirement forits faculty to do
Alex McDavid, Assistant Director
from
UOP
and
that
the
school
has an
search on the effectiveness of the War a certain amount of research, it is
of the Office of Admissions says that
excellent reputation that can lead to
on Drugs campaign and the mass me
something that is taken into account the key attraction to UOP is thatit is a
excellent job opportunities. McCullen
dia messages that have gone out since
when it is time for tenure evaluation. "private, relatively small institution also feels that one can have a great
the campaign started in the 1980's.
Having completed six years of teach with large opportunities available." sociallife hereif they get involved with
When asked how she schedules time
ing at UOP, Dr. Nolan is now up for UOP currently holds a 3,600 student
the many oiganizations,clubs or Greek
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By Carey Chatfield

directly above the President's office.
To Nadler, this location is prime. Stu
dents do not need a degree in geogra
University of the Pacific's Career
phy to stumble upon an obscure office
Planning and Placement Center has
located across campus. The Career
hired a new director to lead the com
Planning and Placement Center is not
prehensive service facility. The new
only recognizable but, accessible, at
leader, described as youthful and the heart of the campus.
w,k 11 f
charismatic is Furton Nadler.
«iui au
tnese attributes,
attnoutes, Nadler
Nadler
With
all ui
of these
311(1ready
to
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and
mold
a
usable
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has brought with htm over thirteen environment for all students. He ultiyears ofexperience. Heisagraduateof mately hopes to have the Center's serthe University of Pennsylvania and vices understood and utilized by all
Guest Writer
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Burton Nadler, director of Career Planning/ Placement Center
earned his master's in education at students, including freshmen through
Stanford University. Nadler has writ seniors, graduate students and alumni.
ten nine different publications regard
The existing programs go beyond
The
ing career placement, job search and simple employment recruiting.
preparation for employment.
Center provides workshops on goal
Nadler has come to UOP with high setting and resume writing. It has
hopes of expanding, improving and published skills guides,'Top 20" lists,
developing a "comprehensive and un promotional and educational materi
common" Career Planning and Place als. Over the past three months, the
ment center. Idealistically, his objec Center has held a career faire with 93
tives for the Center include a "goal- organizations participating, promoted
setting, job search and career study a career week including forums and a
fashion show and produced a retail
atmosphere."
i>auier
iceis
uiai
ms
goais
are
acnight.
Nadler hopes all of these events
Nadler feels that his goals
ac
cessible. The current Career Planning andpromotionshaveawakenedstudent
andPlacement Center has threeadvan- interest on campus.
tages thatmake hisplans feasible.First,
Nadler commends the strong institu
tional support the Center has with
UOP's administration. He feels that
there is a "cohesiveness among cam
pus leaders"such asPresident Atchley,
Dean Barr, Vice President of Student
LifeJudy Chambers and the Center.
Nadler is impressed with the
administration's cooperative attitude.
"In over thirteen years,Ihave not seen
an administration like it. It's very ex
citing."
Another asset that Nadler gives
credit to is the currentstaff atthe career
center. He strongly praises the office
personnel and says, "they are highly
experienced and have planted a lot of
seeds for continued growth."
Nadler also commented upon the
great location of the office. He jok
ingly says he is "the only person on
campus with an office higher than the
President." The career centeris located
on the second floor of Anderson Hall,

OPEN 7
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temity," he says.
Most students spend their first year
adjusting to their new environment and
testing themselves to new experiences.
College is definitely a learning expe-
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sources are people," Nadler claims.
The networks would allow past
graduates, established in their careers,
to give advice and employment op
portunities to eager job seekers.
Nadler would alsolike to see inthe
near future,a consortionof off-campus
interviews. This wouldinclude several
collegiate institutions similar to UOP.
The colleges would collectively send
students on scheduled off-campus in
terviews. This would provide inter
ested students the chance to inerview
with a larger pool of prospective em
ployers. His "dream of dreams" would
be to have a student advisory board.
The panel would meet regularly to
discuss student expectations of the ca
reer center. It would inturn, allow the
Center to understand and fulfill the
demands of a growing student body.
Nadler realizes that allof thesepro
cesses take time to accomplish. He
feels that within three years,depending
on student participation, "the Center
would not only be in place but, would
be a creative and productive office."
He would like to be directing a career
center when the freshmen come in for
orientation workshops.
His advice to newly interested stu
dents is to "pick up every hand-out in
the hand-out bin andread. Then make
an appointment, if only for half and
hour, with the advisors at the Center."
Nadler's suggestion
—
. is not to be taken
lightly.
His
genuine
concern and
and exex^ 1S genuine concern
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citement regarding this field generates
a feelingof determined success. Under

recl/ion
3206 PACIFIC AVE
(1 block south of UOP
across from Lucky's)

y

the opportunity to have personal one
to-one contact with a professor.
UOP is locatedin Stockton, some
times known as "the armpit of the
state," and because of thisit is consid-

At the present time, the Center is
new direction, UOP's Career Planning
prepared to handle students on a oneand Placement Center is well under hke to travel. Admissions uses the fact to choose a college that will fit each
to-one basis. Nadler wants to go be
way to becoming the "comprehensive SeT:h^PH,1Se?ilyaCCeSiblet° Personsneeds- UOP offers thetest
yond this by enhancing greater atten
and uncommon facility" this campus Lake Tahoe and SanFrancisco to draw choice for most of its students because
dance and holding group counseling needs.
students from other states.
of what is offered for its size. As is
sessions. His expansion goals include
Many students feel there is a defi- often heard,"College only comes once
n e ^type that UOP students are
participation from UOP alumni. He
and itonly lasts forLyLs E^o" U
IIilill/i
»»
would like to implement an alumni
network to provide insight and opportunities to students;- "Our^te^test re-gfiw
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What turns on the Homecoming Court Festival of Animation
Bv Miriam Watson
By
Watson
Entertainment Editor
Maybe you have been wondering who
the Homecoming candidates really
are. The highlights of their lives!
Well, read on and discover the
mysteries behind this year's
candidates.
Carey Chatfield
Favorite food: Chinese
Favorite drink: Diet Pepsi
Favorite movie: "The Godfather"
Movies
Favorite album: Wilson Phillips
Favorite sport to participate in:
Cheerleading
Dream getaway:To a secluded island
with no telephones, no watches and
lots of sun.
Julie Fulmer
Favorite food: Authentic Chinese
Favorite drink: Bitter Lemon
Favorite movie: "Room with a View"
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Jennifer
Jennifer Geiszler
Geiszler
Favorite food: Japanese, sushi and the
Favorite food: Chinese
whole bit!
Favorite drink: Beer
Favorite drink: Peach Fuzz
Favorite movie: "Northby Northwest" Favorite movie: "Animal House"
Favorite album: Judd's Greatest Hits
Favorite album: 112 The Unforgetable
Favorite sport to participatein: PeopleFire
watching
Favorite sport to participatein: Basket
Dream getaway: Fishing
ball
Diane Jeffries
Dream Getaway: To the deserted Is
Favorite food: Mexican
land off the coast of Jamaica
Favorite drink: Kool-Aid
Alfie Spear
Favorite movie:"TheUntouchables"
Favorite food: Seafood Linguini
Favorite drink: Long Island ice tea
Favorite movie: "Field of Dreams"
Favorite album: Paul McCartneyFlowers in the Dirt
Favorite sport to participate in: snow
skiing
Dream Getaway: Sailing around the
Greek Isles
Randy Largamasino
Favorite food: Chinese
Favorite drink: Strawberry Daquari
Favorite movie: "Die Hard"

Michelle John

Queen Carrie Chatfield
of the Moon
Favorite sport to participate in: Foot
ball
Dream Getaway: Switzerland

Mike Sdoo

b e f n,e,view?ilodda;tHuman
m i n "'

Favorite movie:
movie: "Apocalypse
"Annrnlvme M
om/"
Favorite
Now"
Favorite album: Red Hot Chili Pep
pers- Freaky Style
Favorite sport to participate in: Water
polo
Dream Getaway: Sunny Jamaica
Sal Goin
Favorite food: Lasagna
Favorite drink: Dr. Pepper
Favorite movie: "Star Wars"
Favorite album:Pink Flovd-DarkSide

Favori,e food:Sushi

Favorite drink: Coors

Historical Homecoming highlights
By Leisha Counts
Staff Writer
The 80's could be described as a
diverse decade in musical history. Di
versity united cultural backgrounds,
such asheavy metal and rap, and chan
neled these elements along the Ameri
can airwaves. New artists were pre
sented in the 1980's as well as some
established artists that had prior expe
rience at the top of the charts.
The following twenty-five albums
spent the longest periods of time at the
top of "Billboard" magazine's chart
during the entire 1980's revolutionary
period. The following albums may be
remembered by their relations to your
past homecoming experiences'
At #10 WHITNEY
Whitney Houston's second album
became almost as successful as her
very first Combining her #1 singles
from both albumsthrough 1987,Hous
ton surpassed major artists for con

secutive #1 singles, with seven!
"I Wanna Dance with Somebody
(Who Loves Me)"
"Didn't We Almost Have it All"
"So Emotional"
"Where do Broken Hearts Go"
At #8 FAITH
George Michael
After disbanding Wham!, George
Michael proved himself to be a con
temporary pop artist He wrote, pro
duced,andperformed all the singleson
his 1987 album, Faith.
"Faith"
"Father Figure"
"One More Try"
"Monkey"
At #8 WHITNEY HOUSTON
Instant stardom came,to Houston
when she released her first solo effort
in 1985, self titled.Houston articulated
both upbeat dancetracks as well as
singles to warm any cold heart.
Saving All My Love for You"
"How WillIKnow"
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At #3 DIRTY DANCING
OriginalMotionPictureSoundtrack

On theoutskirts of Lodiin thesmall
town of Locke, lies a bar filled with
history andcharm—Al's Place. Locke
was originally the Chinese section of
the nearby town Walnut Grove. In
1934 AlAndami became the only nonChinese businessman in town by
opening the bar, Al's Place. He later
added a steak house called "Al the
Wops".

wig. The biggest eye catcher is the
ceiling whichis fdled with dollar biUs.
Customers are welcome to add to the
collection by using a technique which
involves atack,a silverdollar andgood
use of the hip.
As with any bar, Al's Place has its
regulars, but it also attracts celebrities
including Linda Ronstadt and Clint
Eastwood.

Al'sPlace stillruns its $teak House
For under $25.00 twopeoplecan have
asteak dinnerincludingpastaandfrench
Al was known for unusual stunts bread. Once neighbored by brothels
which stilllinger andcreate thepresent and gambling houses, Al's Place now
atmosphere of Al's Place. Upon en
lies on a street filled with art galleries
tering one cannot help but notice the dress makers and gift shops.
walls filled with things to entertain the
The next time you are looking for
eyes. One customer describedit as"so something new and exciting, take a
much to look atmy eyes just can't stop pleasant drive through the country to
moving". There is a video jukebox, a Eocke and experience Al's Place.
stuffed ostrich and a deer head with a
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Remember when times wereeasier?
When you could treat a friend to lunch
at a restaurant without going broke?
Well,Ihappened to stumble across just
such aplace right here inStockton. It's
called Dok Shoons and they serve the
best hot dogs in town. Dok Shoons is
locatedin The Bridges shoppingcenter
across from Round Table Pizza.
The hot dogs at Dok Shoons are
made of allbeef with no fillers and are
very reasonably priced. The original
Dok Shoon, which comes with toma
toes, mustard, relish and onions sells
for $1.90. If you add jalepenos to an
original it will cost only $2, or $2.25
with cheese. My recommendation
would be to try my favorite,Icall it the
Gert Shoon" which has ketchup, to
matoes and cheese.
But ifit's not the hot dogs that keep
people coming back, it must be the
owner, Bud Bakalian. Bakalianknows
aUofhis customers well, and treats
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Dok Shoon's
By Matt Gertmenian
Guest Writer
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Great hot dogs at

-

B< Laurie Liebniann

them like old friends. Bakalian, a sec
ond-generation Armenian-American
named his store in memory of his
heritage. As a large sign in his estab
lishment proclaims, "Dok" is the Ar
menian word for hot, and "Shoon"
means dog.
ForthosewhofrequentDokShoons,
it becomes a sort of home away from
home. It is a great place to relax and
have a satisfying meal on a college
budget. Owner BudBakalian describes
Dok Shoonsas,"Thebest dealin town."
Ithink he's right. Four peoplecan eat a
filling dinner at Shoons for less than
$15.
You can visit Bakalian and Dok
Shoons seven days a week from 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Whether you sit at thebar and
watch Monday Night Football, grab a
table with some friends, orenjoy oneof
the last summer days on thepatio, Dok
Shoonsis theplace for the best hotdogs
in town.
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Stiff Writer
!rhe field hockey team is on t
ga le winningstreak and arc playi
allvel that Head Coach Carta K
caed, "The best we have playt
ye r," as they defeated both Bcri
2- andChico State 1-0 this week
unimproved its overall record
911 theLady Tigers head into the
we dc of the season.
The Lady Tigers played their
to re game on Oct. 25 against t
U< | Berkeley. Konet describee
Pi's game as "dominating" as
^(Berkeley 22 to 3. Berkeley
yy^gat half-time 1 -0, but ihc 1
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ain will most likely walk away with an
Oscar.The five minute claymationpiece
is a series of interviews with animalsat
a zoo inEngland. The interviewer asks
the animals questions about their ac
commodations and diet in the zoo. A
subtle undertone of animal rights poli
tics is apparent. In making the film, the
interviewer actually did go to azoo and
interviewed visitors at the zoo about
their thoughts on the accommodations
of the animals. The animator then
synched theirresponses to theanimal's
mouths in the film.
Another feature in the festival, "A
GrandDavOut"centersaround Wallace
andhis sophisticateddog,Gromit, who
must decide where to go for their an
nual picnic. With a homemade rocket
and a large appetite they head for the
moon, hoping to find that it is made of
cheese. Their adventure to the moon
arouses the attention of the moon's
only resident, themechanical caretaker.
In theconflict that ensues, Wallace and
Gromit help the robot to fulfill his
dream.
The Festival will be shown at the
Stockton Royal Theatre from Nov. 7
through Nov. 15. Tickets are available
at the theatre for $5.50

TQUKR RECORDS 1MIQEQ

^ WIN $50

Mark Your Calendar

Tktas can be pumtaed al

"Beat It"

Compiled by Miriam Watson
For the first time ever in Stockton,
"The Festival of Animation" will play
for nine days at the Stockton Royal
Theatre starting next Wednesday,Nov.
7. THfe Festival has been popular in
Sacramento for many years with sold
out crowds. Organizers decided to
bring the event to Stockton.
The Festival is comprised of 17
short animation showcases frommany
countries including Bulgaria,Italy, Ja
pan, Great Britian,Russia, Czechoslo
vakia, Hungary and the United States.
None of the short films in this produc
tion have previously been included in
the program, which has run in major
cities one or more times a year for the
past 12 years.
The Festival is ownedby Spike and
Mike who travel all over the country
and overseas to film festivals. They
then bid for the distribution rights of
films they like and compilethem intoa
two hour presentation. The content in
the films ranges from comedy to poli
tics to the abstract.
Several films from previous Festi
vals have claimed Academy Awards
and promoters believe that this year's
"Creature Comforts" from Great Brit

Old tradition continues
* TWO OF THE BEST *
* ALBUMS OF THE YEAR *
at Al's Place in Lodi
By Cheryl Hopkins
Advertising Manager

Have Some Fun

through S:CiPadeS

"Greatest Love of AH"
At# 7 THE WALL
Dirty Dancing involved the 50's
Pink Floyd, interested in bringing style movie script that was grandly
mankind together, produced an auto accompanied by the 1987 soundtrack
biographical piece largly written by of the same name. Several new tunes
singer-bassist, Roger Waters. The al were preceded by many resurrected
bum was made into a full-length fea R&B classics!
ture film in the beginning of the 80's.
"(I've Had) the Time of My Life,"
"Another Brickin the Wall(Part 2)" by Bill Medley and Jennifer Wames
At #6 BUSINESS AS USUAL
At# 2 PURPLE RAIN
Men At Work created Austrailian
This soundtrack by Prince and the
effects using reggae rythms, crazy pop Revolution came from the s
lyrics and insane subject matters. The
emiautobiographical film version of
beginning of the MTV era aided their the life of Prince before his "purple
popularity in the spring of 1982.
reign."The funky singles thatpersisted
"Who Can it be Now?"
to emeige from the accompanied al
"Down Under"
bum made Prince the breakthrough
At #5H IFIDELITY
artist of 1984, as well as the entire
REO Speedwagon's hard rockin'
decade.
energy was injested into midtempo ;
"When Doves Ciy"
pieces andballads. Their 1980 release,
3Li!
"Let's Go Crazy"
finally established the band in many
At #1THRILLER
areas besides the strong followings of
Michaelmania ran rampant like the
the midwest.
Beatles onlya decade and ahalfbefore.
"Keep on Loving You"
Jackson accomplished in 1983, what
At# 4SYNCHRONICITY
many artists never will even aspire to
According to the singer, Sting, the do in their entire life time: sell fourty
definition ofSynchronicity as a whole, million copies of one album, produce
"Refers to coincidence and things be seven
Top Ten singles, involve both,
ing connected without there being a white and black influences into one
logical link." As a result of the atmosphere, as well as releasing an
synchronicity theory, this 1983 album
extended, big budget video for one
was the breakthrough for the Police.
single off of the same album! "Bi'lie
"Every Breath You Take"
Jean"
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Tiger stretch has
over the Rainbow offense on

7:30p

Staff Writer

m.

Saturday, November 3
football vs. Portland State

University of the Pacific's twogame winning streak came to a halt
early Sunday morning in Honolulu as
the football team fell to the Hawaii
Rainbow 35-24 at Aloha Stadium.The
Tigers were trying to win their third
consecutive game for the first time
since 1978 but came up short.
Although UOP lost, quarterback
Troy Kopp continued shattering
NCAA and school records. Kopp
completed42passes, throwing 73 times
for 390 yards setting thenational record
for passing yardagein four consecutive
games. His total of 1,884 yards broke
the previous maik of 1,820 yards set by
Houston's Andre Ware. The 42
completions and 73 attempts setPacific
single season records. He held the
previous Pacific highs with 37
completions and 61 attempts against
UNLV.

* p.m.

Volleyball vs. Cal State Fullerton
5 Club Soccer vs. Alumni
Water Polo at Pepperdine
Sunday, November 4
Water Polo at U C S a n t a Barbara
Juesday, November 6
Volleyball at Fresno State...
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Thursday, November 8
Men's Basketball vs. Australia National
Saturday, November 10
football at Fresno State
6:00 p.m.
Men's Club Soccer vs. Menlo College

7:30 p.m,
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Field Hockey edges
#2 UC Berkeley
By Laurie Liebmann
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Staff Writer

Kopp thought his nerformance was
below par. "I was too intense and that
really took away from my perfor
mance, said the sophomore quarter
back. But I realize that I am youngand
learning, that is the important thing. "
The Tigers broke the scoreless
game early in thesecond quarter on a 3yard touchdown pass from Kopp to
wide receiver Daryl Hobbs. Melvin
Johnson and Hobbs caught key passes
in this six play, 60 yard drive. Later in
the quarter UOP made the score 10-0
on a 26-yard field goal by Bryan
Hilborn. As time was expiring in the
half, the Rainbow finally got on the
scoreboard scoring on a 41-yard field
goal.

The team traveled to Chico St2te on
Saturday where the score at regulation
The field hockey team is on a two
was knotted at zero. Neither team
game winningstreak and are playing at
managed to score during the first over
In thesecond half,Hawaii exploded
a level that Head Coach Carla Konet
time, so it continued into a sudden
called, "The best we have played all death period. The game ended when
year," as they defeated both Berkeley sophomore Laura Young managed to
2-1 and Chico State 1-Othis week. The take an assist from Kristen Chiaramonte
team improved its overall record to 5and shoot it past the Bears' goalie.
9 as the Lady Tigers head into the final
Konet felt the week was a very
week of the season.
satisfyingone. Shesaid,"The midfield
The Lady Tigers played their final
hasplayed very well the last two games
home game on Oct 25 against No. 2
and we wereable to dominate California By Rich Carrigan
UC Berkeley. Konet described the and play excellent against Chico. We
Staff Writer
girl's game as "dominating" as they are currently playing at a level which
Over the past three weeks, the UOP
outshotBerkeley 22 to 3. Berkeley was we should have been at the beginning
club soccer team has shown a great
leading at half-time 1-0, but the Lady of the season."
deal of growth. The team has won its
Tigers were able to come from behind
The team concluded the season
last
three games and has gone 3-0-2
and score two goals in the second half. yesterday atBerkeley as they faced the
during
the last five games. During the
The final shot that won thegame was in Bears in a rematch. If the Lady Tigers
three
game
winning streak, the Tigers
the last 2 minutes of play. Captain Nita were victorious, UOP would end the
have
scored
nine goals while only
Bruner and sophomore Kristen season tied for 2nd placein the NorPac
surrendering
three. UOP defeated
Chiaramonte were credited with the conference.CaptainKaren Chiaramonte
California
Maritime
Academy twice
goals in the game. Not only did the said, "It is a chance for us to beat them
by
scores
of
4-1
and
2-1. The team
Tigers win their final home game, but again and beat them on their own turf."
continued
its
dominating
play, defeat
they beat Berkeley for the first time this
ing the College of Alameda 3-1.
The reason for the teams recent
success has to deal with the team's
defense. According to Coach Harrell
Lynn, "The defense has kept us in the
games allowing less than a goal per
bv Alfred Spear
So
Compiled by
game
which in turn lets the offense
Baseball- The baseball team scored 23 runs this past Saturday as they
have
enough
time to score."
played an exhibition game against ModestoJunior College at Billy Hebert
In
addition,
the team believes in
Field in Stockton. "We played well as a team with good offense run
playing
defense.
"A good defense is
production, but the defense needs to come around,"said senior ballplayer
the best offense, because if you don't
Jim Yanko.
get scored on then you can't lose and
we haven't been losing," said player
Basketball- "In the intrasquad scrimmage Saturday, I saw some good
Matt
Vaigo. Vaigo leads the Tigers
things, and the team is looking forward to the November 8 exhibition
with eight goals this season.
game, said Assistant Coach Dave Shoemaker...The team practices twice
Coach Lynn has said that the team's
a day. Once in the morning from 6:30-8:00a.m.andevery
success is due to more than just solid
afternoon..."Anthony Woods has been bothered with a knee and foot injury
defense. He said, "Our goalkeepers
for the last few months, but he is practicing hard to battle back," said
have played well and our midfielders
Shoemaker. The team is playing at a faster pace. More points will be put
have
really improved our transition
on the scoreboard, and it will be fun to watch."
game." Center midfielder Michael
Chapman leads the Tigers with five
Football- With threegames remaining this season,Troy Kopp is almost
assists.
a shoe-in to break nearly every Pacific single season passing record. He
The Tigers began their winning
needs just 59 completions, 151 attempts, 504 passing yards and 324 yards
streak against the California Maritime
of total offense to set the school records in the listed categories....Pacific
Academy. The entire squad was
ranks atop the Big West conference and third in the nation in passing
available to play and some veterans
offense by averaging 346 yards per game....Sophomore wide receiver
were familiar with the opponent, hav
Aaron Turner ranks fourth in the nation in receiving yards per game with
ing beaten them last year. The game
an average of 105.25 per contest....Finally eligiblefor theNCAA rankings
started quickly with theTiger'sstriking
(due to not playing in 75 percent of Pacific's games), Troy Kopp is ranked
third in the nation in total offense and ninth in passing efficiency. He is
averaging 351.2 yards per game in total offense and has a passing rating of
138.3

for 32 points which over shadowed the
st half performance of the Tiger de
fense. The defense was led by Kyron
Johnson and Pat Aragon as they ha
rassed and confused Hawaii quarter
back Garrett Gabriel. Strong safety
Dimitri Gazeias said, "We confused
their offense. They had no idea what
we were doing. Our safeties and line
backers did a great jobputting pressure
on their quarterback." Gabriel was
sacked four times and held to a mere
50-yards passing at the half.
Gabriel connected on touchdown
passes from 28-yards and 38-yards to
close out the scoring in the third quar
ter. Hawaii went ahead 20-10 at the
end of three.

The fourth quarter scoring started
with Kopp and Hobbs teaming up for
another touchdown as two records were
broken. Hobbs' 9-yard touchdown
reception gave him 10 on the season,
which is two better than John Rohde's
markofeightsetbackin 1948. Kopp's
TD toss toHobbs gave the quarterback
18 scoring passes this season breaking
the UOP record of 17 set by Bruce
Parker in 1978.
Hawaii scored nine consecutive
points in the fourth on a 27-yard field
goal and 17-yard touchdown run. Pa
cific responded driving 72 yards in six
plays and taking only :54 seconds of
the clock scoring on a 6-yard pass from
Kopp to Brian Kaloustian. Hawaii
ended the game scoring a final touch
down as time expired.
UOP returns to action thisSaturday
as it hosts Portland State in the Tigers
homecoming game. Portland State (54) is a Division II school and will be
facing thePacific(3-5) for thefirst time.

Men's soccer club
plays solid defense

Tiger Den

twice within the first five minutes with
goals from Jean-Francois DeLeMarre
and Humouth Alhajeri and assists by
Chapman and Vaigo.
The Tiger's started out the second
half almost as quickly as the first, tak
ing just seven minutes to score. The
goal came off a steal by Max McCullen.
The final Pacificgoal was an unassisted
shot by midfielder Shue Vue. Maritime
managed to prevent the shut out by
scoring in the closing seconds on a
penalty kick.
The following day the team traveled
to the College of Alameda where they
continued their dominating play.
A]amedastruckfirst,scoring20seconds
into the game. Pacific tied the game
when Vargo scored and Mike Malek
provided the assist In the second half,
the Tiger defense shut out their oppo
nents while theoffense contributed two
more goals coming from Mike Malek
and Steve Coppedge.
The Tigers then traveled to Vallejo
to play the California Maritime Acad
emy in a rematch game hoping to ex
tend their winning streak. The Tigers
had three starters missing and were
playing the Academy on foreign turf.
The game was scoreless through the
first half and with 10 minutes left in the
contest, Maritime scored on a shot
which dribbled into the goal. Pacific
found itself behind and needed to score
twice to extend their winning streak.
Alhajeri and Vargo led the Tigers to
victory, as they scored onegoal each in
the final five minutes, improving the
team's record to 5-3-2.
The club soccer team returns to
action on Saturday as they face the
alumni at 11:00 a.m. on Brookside
field.

RALEIGH BICYCLE OF STOCKTON

Swimming-The team placed4th in theOregon State Invitational...Mary
Ellis wasa double winner in the 500 freestyle (5:07.2) and the200 freestyle
(1:58.0). Freshman Melissa Pugh placed 2nd in the 100 fly (100.9) and in
the 200 fly (2:11.8)... Swimming is not like any other sport. It is very
important for the team to swim very tired during the year in order to have
a very successful conference meet at the end of the year. Fatigue plays a
iarge factor in swimming performance,"said Head Coach Jim Taketa...The
team travels to Berkeley on Saturday to face the Bears at 10:00 a.m.
Volleyball- With this year's 20-2 record, it is the 12th year in a row that
the Tigers have won at least 20 matches. With a least 10 matches left on
the Tiger schedule, it is possible for the Tigers to have a 30 win season for
,
( S e e TIGER D E N , page 16)

Venetian Square
4555 N. Pershing
951-9820

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon-Fri 10-7
Sat 9-6
Sun 11-5

We'll repair your bicycle within 24
hours—or the service is free!
We repair all makes.
* Special Orders Excepted

Head Coach Walt Harris has a conference with Troy Kopp

By Everett Russell

new offense, it took them a while tosell
it on everyone else as the Tigers
struggled early in the season. "It all
Forty-one years ago, the Pacific goes back to lack of practice time in
Tiger football team went 11-0 and beat
training camp," Harris said. "We had
teams with scores of 88-0. Times have
sporadic training camp practices by
changed and the Pacific team has not
our receivers as well as a bunch of other
come close toscoring that many points positions which killed our continuity.
in one game until this year.
This is an offense that you need to
The 1990 Pacific Tigers boast an practice every day, running the routes
offense that has scored 153 points in and running the adjustments; More so
the last three games. The team is
than any offense I'veever been involved
ranked third in the nation in passing in."
and is ranked in the nation's top ten in
The "Tiger Stretch" would not work
totaloffense. TheTigersarealsoranked as well as it does if the Tigers did not
first in the Big Westconference in both have the kind of wide receivers as they
categories.
do in Darryl Hobbs, Aaron Turner (the
What is this new offense that has nation's second ranked receiver in yards
the Tigers lighting up scoreboards like per game), Melvin Johnson and Jason
pinball machines? Some call it the run
Edwards. Harrisalsocreditedconverted
^•shootteTip'HeadeoachWal. running back, Oscar Meza, who
wno has
nas
Hamshasdubbeditthe Tiger Strelch." movedtoreceiverandhasmadeagreat
The
basic philosophy
of the
the "Tieer
'Tiger contribution. "Here'saguy who'sgiven
The basic
philosophy of
S tretch" is to spread thedefense and hit up football for medical reasons, but
the seams which are left open. The wanted to play, because he missed it so
Tigers use a formation that has four bad. So we moved him from a position
wide receivers, one running back and where he gets a lot of contact to one
no tight ends. They run their plays, not where he doesn't. He's really made a
from the huddle, but with quarterback, difference."
Troy Kopp calling them at the line of
Now that the Tigers havethe 'Tiger
scrimmage. This prevents the defense Stretch' working, Coach Harris is re
from changing personnel before the ally excited about the decision to use it
Tigers run another play.
"It was a pretty gutsy decision by our
Coach Harris says that the offense coaches and myself to give up what we
is something thatmost teams have never started last year, having made some
seen before and for that reason it is good progress last year. To give it up
tough todefend. "It's (theTiger Stretch) and make a commitment to this was a
kind of a dinosaur type," said Harris. real gutsy decision, and wewere tested
"A lot of people use one back, four there for a while. But we hung in there
wide receivers, but they're not doing with it. It's very exciting."
what we're doing."
Coach Harris knew that once his
According to Harris there are four team learned the offense, it would be
major keys to the Tigers' offensive able to put big numbers on the board.
success this year. The first is an im But he said he was surprised by the
proved offensive line. They have magnitude of points the team hasscored.
continued to "protect the passer
better
I was less surprised the
*
uiv first
11151 time
UII1C
Staff Writer

each game, allowing him the opportunity to read and hit his receivers. The
second key is the receivers. They have
become much more consistent with
their adjustments and their routes. The
third p oint has to deal with what Harris
calls a "big-timequarterback" in Kopp.
The fourth thing is that the players
believe in it "It's their (the players)
offense now," said Harris. "It's not the
coach's offense anymore. That's why
* » u to
it s the Tiger Stretch and not the Harris
stretch.
Harris decided to go with the runand-shoot after he and his assistant
coaches visited DetroitLions'offensive
coordinator Mouse Davis. Although
Harris and his coaches believe in the

(against Fullerton State), because they
challenged us and it kind of just hap-

pened. But to do it two weeks in a row
against a defense that I thought was a
difficult scheme... I kept pinching
myself and I couldn't believe this was
happening."
In spite of their recent success,
Coach Harris still believes the offense
has room for improvement He would
UF,U^ the running
like
— to "improve
t u n n i n g game,
passing accuracy and catching the ball.
'I think we can still become more
comfortable with it, so we are able to
react quicker and sooner," said Harris.
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SPORTS
Volleyball struggles
In Southern California
By Alfred Spear

Sports Editor

TheUOP volleyball team hadhopes
of extending their 13 game win streak
as it headed south toplay UCIrvine and
No.l5rankedLongBeachState. No.2
ranked Pacific was swept by Long
Beach State and struggled todefeat UC
Irvine.
UOP fell to the defending national
champions 15-11, 16-14, 15-8, drop
ping them further behind third-ranked
Hawaii in the Big West conference.
According to Head Coach John Dun
ning, the team was not playing well
prior to the Long Beach State game, but
he never expected the team to play as
poorly as it did.
Last month Pacific swept the 49ers
at the A.G. Spanos Center, but this time
it was different. UOP's, "Passing and
serving was great when they (Long
Beach State) were here. I thought the
passing and serving was poor this
weekend," said Dunning.
Senior Devin Scruggs led the Lady
Tigers with a .615 hitting percentage,
but the team as a whole hit only .174.
Scruggs had eight kills with noerrors in
13 attempts.
Setter Melanie
Beckenhauer was second on the team
with a.357 hitting percentage. Captain
Cathey Scotlan had 12 kills, seven
errors,but hit.185. KrissyFiferhadlO
kills, hitting .227.
We had no offensive weapons.

They were shut down," said Assistant
Coach Perri Hankins.
UC Irvine who has only won three
games in the Big Westconference was
the next Pacific opponent. The Lady
Tigers held off the Anteaters to win the
match in five games, 15-6,12-15,1315,15-2,15-1. UOP improved to 9-2
in the Big West and 20-2 overall.
Dunning felt pretty good about the
way the match progressed. Although
the team lost games two and three, the
team came alive in games four and five.
"Once the team got into it emotionally,
they played extremely well," said
Dunning.
Pacific outhit the Anteaters in game
one (.471 to .077), but in games two
and three the hitting percentages were
reversed. Pacific hit .214 and .096 for
these games while UC Irvine hit .244
and .233. UOP was able to regroup in
games four and five, obtaining a .400
and .379 hitting percentage.
Fifer had 28 kills, 10 digs and three
solo blocks. Scotlan hit .550 with 23
kills and 13 digs.
The Lady Tigers played Stanford
on Tuesday. UOP beat them the last
time (3-1) the two teams met in Palo
Alto. Pacific continues its homestand
versus UC Santa Barbara today and
they play Cal State Fullerton on Sat
urday. Both games begin at 7:30 p.m.
and take place at the A.G. Spanos
Center.

Season ending for
intramural soccer
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Wednesday night indoor soccer playoffs.

By Rich Can-

staff Writer

By Alfred Spear

Sports Editor
and

By Cynthia Karr

StaffWriter

The University of the Pacific water
polo team split its games this week by
defeating Santa Clara 15-3 and losing
to conference rival Fresno State7-6 as
they completed their home schedule.
UOPhas an overall record of 14-11 and
are 3-4 in the Big West Conference.
The Tigers loss to Fresno Stateon
Sunday was the first time the Bulldogs
5<b1
had beaten UOP since the 1987 season.
-o
The loss breaks an eight game winning
8
streak. UOP defeated Fresno State
twice this year, but each game was
Pacific water polo shooting on goal around Bulldogs' defense. =
decided by one goal (10-9, and 9-8).
make than miss and we missed them. The Tiger scoring was done by a mul"In the past, the team has been able to
Therewasnotenoughconcentrationto titude of players. Todd Hosmer and
put the shots in the goal, but this time
finish off the plays," said Tanner.
Gautreaux led the Tigers with three
we didn 't do it," said HeadCoach John
Kelly Porter, who led UOP with goals each. DougSutherlandandPorter
Tanner.
two goals, said, "We gave them five added two goals a piece. Five UOP
The Tigers fell behind 6-1 in the
goals to start out with. We wereclearly players contributed single goals: Kevin
second quarter, but managed to score
a better team, but we were not intense Regan,Jacob Gautreaux, CraigAckley,
three goals before the half ended closing
enough
Mike Dohren and Darren Baldwin.
the gap to 6-4. In the second half, UOP
Captain Craig Ackley, Todd Hin
The Tigers traveled to UC Irvine on
scored two goals and Fresno State
ders, Mike Dohren and Eli Gautreaux Thursday and continue their road trip
scored one,
- escaping with the victory.
added one goal each as the Tigers fell to Pepperdine on Saturday and UC
the Tigers missed three shots on goal one goal short losing 7-6..
Santa Barbara on Sunday.
during the last few minutes of thegame.
Earlier in the week, the Tigers beat
We had shots that were easier to Santa Clara, a non conference team.

has Team Edema "B" at 1-0 with Sten
McDougal and and Steve's Too Short
at 1-1. In the four-man division, both
"A" and "B" leagues have not played
enough to give accurate reports on the
standings.

Indoor soccer- Playoffs are down
to the finals on Sunday. The co-rec
regular season ended with theJohn B52 s in first (3-0-1) and The Graduates
in 2nd (3-1). Jessie B finished with a 1Upcoming Events- Turkey Trot is
2-1 record, but feature the most ag
scheduled for Wednesday, Nov. 14 at
gressive defense in the league...The
4:00 p.m. and entries are open now at
men's orange division finished with
$3 per contestant. The trot isa 1 and 3
Homey, Don't Play That in first (5-1)
mile fun run.There are men and women
and Phi Delta Theta (3-3) in second.
division winners and the person with
The two teams fought a battle last week
the closest prediction of theparticipant's
with Homey winning 8-7. This could
actual run will be awarded a turkey and
be a glimpse of the final...The men's
an intramural championship T-shirt.
black division has the only undefeated
Entries close Tuesday, Nov. 13.
team which is the Borgorosso at 6-0.
Archania finished in second (2-4) and
Forfeits- Forfeits have become a
Desert Shield (1-5) finished in third.
problem within the intramural program
this year. Soccer had many forfeits in
Volleyball- Started last Monday
the last 2 weeksof the season. Volley
with seven leagues in five different
ball in its first week has had at least 10
divisions. In the co-rec "A" division,
forfeits. The intramural staff requests
the blue league has Ninja Turtles with
you <o notify them in advance. The
a 2-0 record and Wendy's Warriors has
teams which are scheduled to play are
a 1-1 record. The green league has
disappointed, because their opportunity
Robin &The Hoodsand the Slammers
to play has been taken away. Give the
with2-0 records. In the co-rec "B"
courtesy ofaphone Call to the intramural
division, the red league has Blow My
office before 3 p.m. on any given day.
Kazu at 2-0 with F-Ups and Team
If you know at least a day in advance,
Edema "A"at 1-1. The purple league
a rescheduling of the game is possible.'

THE GREATEST NAME IN SANDWICHES
Bring this coupon in for a
FREE PEPSI
with any sandwich purchase
Phone Orders Welcome
GO TIGERS!!!
1433 W. MARCH LANE, STOCKTON
478-8646
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By Boyd Nies
Staff Writer

Cis^1
•hi.
Jarsbipscho two tyP^of
F
This past Saturday the UOP cross
[1#
•V"." sbolar
country team participated in the Big
laisbips -[uitionM I
tun
West Conference Championship. The
meet took place in Fresno, CA. Com
sch
r!OPotfersa
fof
ing off one of their strongest perfor,lk]
mances of the season in last week's
rL roc*.1to*1'
Menlo Invitational, the team felt con
fident and prepared to run.
r «nal College 1
The team's goal was to beat the
UNLV Running Rebels. "We'reatnie wit 0
walk-on program here and to beat a ^^ "^ bcricrm ot
•ill
team with some scholarship runners
have W
would be great," said Head Coach Sam
nn scholarship
> the s
Tilton. The team fell short of its goal, #lt
ioncy dun
Tilton felt the markings of the course lie
•hoolbn aki.
rhlctic
confused runners who were not in the
lead group. "I was disappointed for the
n n
girls because they ran well," saidTilton.
In spiteof thisminor setback, Tilton »rc
jXcsclttlarsh'P*1
felt the times were the best of the year.
"Cifes workflow
The UC Irvine Anteaters, who are
aid [said Kleinhi/'
ranked fourth in the nation, took first
Unfortunately, not aH.
place in the team competition. Senior
onikleticscholarshrp. H**
Serene Hill led theUOP runners with a
wh ites are commonly relcm
time of 21:20. "Physically, I felt good
Vik-ons-.Theseindividuat.
and my time was better," said Hill. "It
J
,
tfwcipateinpract ces:- A
was a good experience to run against
butponot have scholarship
thiscompetition."Jenny Greene, Susan
joined the team wilho
Moberg,Leigh Rickerson and Vincelee
of earning
By Abby Gardner
Originally from Orange County, goals. I m sure I'll miss it. I do want to Stevens rounded out the UOP field.
Staff Writer
ll*[football
team has a numlicr »i
Ackley began swimming much earlier coach, starting at a high school." He
Even with the controversy con
"wiLons."
This
is partly due to tlx
than
he
started
ceramics.
He
was
Craig Ackley has a hideout He UUU1 ,,csianea ceramics. He was plans on eventually teaching ait at a cerning the course and the disappoint
fact
[hat
NCAA
rules
only allow
swimming at 3gC
age ffour and
started
goesthereaboutfourhoursaday Itis S*
°" and started College levd- wMe still staying "in ment of not attaining their goal, the
nev
scholarship
players
a year. Olh
filled with pots, pastels and drawings fi vl w competitively when he was volved a little bit with polo. It will be team felt they performed up to expec
teaiis,
such
as
the
women's
cms
Water 1X510
something
No, this is not his fort from the days of when he **
do besides just my art." tations. Tilton said, "The team did
coujtry
team,
do
not
award
aihlrin
eightbyhlsbrother.
his childhood. This is his own private
Hisattitudeisagoodone. Although everything I asked of them and I have
sch (arships. Klein said."The aihk ti
who
was
older.
"I
got
into
water
polo
Ackley's
future plans are flexible he no complaints."
studio on the UOP campus where he
earlier than most; most don't start until 'has one main goal. He always wants to
In two weeks, the cross-country dep rtment simply does not have tin
creates ceramic pots in allshapes, sizes
high school." Ackley "learned a lot
and colors.
do"diings that would be fun to do. That team will run in its final race of the now." However, cross country is ar
about the game" as he practiced with I enjoy. That's my motto."
season. TheWestern Regionals will be ttttlie example. Football, volley lul
It is difficult to see that Ackley, a
the "older guys" and sometimes played
held
on the same course in Fresno as rijien'sbasketballhaw iIh „.
senior, has time to spend in this hide
with them.
the Big West Chamnionshi
o' (eir players on a "lull" aihlein
out, since he is a member of the men's
Ackley balances his time between
water polo team. Morning and after
'•'field hockey, water ppj,
art and polo. He
a student
He has
035 been
noon workouts, games and weights T T
^ a st"deni
len'sbasketbaH ha ve a s jjfi,
don', .eave mJ Je fa JSg '
'T Hi8" Sch°°' Mice'of scholarships which aic dis
PI°jeCtS'glving ideasCOLOR OR BLACK & WHITE (NOT POLAROID)
else, but Ackley always
makes time "I
J
v
I student athletes t
dy'maKesUme- 1
.
showing them ways to do it." When he
tech sees fit
am inand out of thereall the time,"says
does not have conflicting classes he
Ackley, I m happy in there. I get a lot
Fording to Klein, the fulfi
helps in theceramics classes at UOR "I
of work done. It s better than going to
"^'athleticscholar^, ls
don't get paid. It's just because I like
the library or a classroom."
^morderfor^athieietotS
<Sa5
people," says Ackley. "I like to help
[[^scholarship,
them in something I know a little bit
ic n
about"

Day in the life of the UOP athlete

1 HOUR PORTRAITS

The ceramicist has already begun
entering his works of art in shows. His
pots were prominently placed in the
studentshow fortheseniorstudioclass
last semester. Thissummer, two pieces
of his artwork were accepted to be in a
show in Boulder, Colorado. One other
piece was accepted in a show in
> Pennsylvania. He plans on continuing
|this ambition to "try and get going in
O the art world, get into galleries, get a
-g
"^e g°mg." Ackley also hopes
Craig"AckJey
"uuuu''"*!* ~ to get a solo show somewhere so he can
Ackley, 22, is a studio art major • V°
than just one or two pieces
with an emphasis in ceramics. He will ul0"ePlaceng to
graduate with a bachelor of fine arts, h
competitiveness of
m
WOrld
and plans on getting his single subject V®
' Ackley explains, "It all
teaching credential in art
depends on who you know, who's in
ChargC
Ackley got involved in ceramics
' what thc7 Bke 311(1 more than
8 eke' * ^'Ve hear(1 of you
when he was a high school sophomore ^
y
ame
He says "I just had fun doing it so I
"
''
Ackley will continue his two activi
thought I'd do it" He does admit that
he's "improveda lot with help fiom my ties, waterpoloand art, once he finishes
teachers and doing it all the time helps. school. "I might play (water polo) for
fun maybe for a club team/' 4ys
I have lots of practice."
_Agkley, but I have no fi.n.m e^r

m|
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Understanding UOP
athletic scholarships
jjy Rick Carrigan

Staff Writer
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Many students at the University of
Pacific know that the majority of
0ur student athletes are on athletic
scholarships. However, what they do
not know is the actual parameters of an
athletic scholarship.
There are two types of athletic
scholarships offered at UOP. First,
UOP offers a "tuition" scholarship
which pays for the athlete's tuition.
Secondly, UOP offers a "full" scholar
ship which includes paying for the
athletes tuition.room.boardand books.
The scholar athlete, in compliance
with the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA), is not able to
work during his or her term of enroll
ment at the university. "Most athletes
who are on scholarship have to earn
their spending money during the summerand overschoolbreaks," said Kathy
Klein, the assistant athletic director.
However, players who do not receive
an athletic scholarship can receive
academic scholarshipsor financial aid.
"Coaches work closely with financial
aid," said Klein.
Unfortunately, not all athletes are
on athletic scholarship. These student!
athletes are commonly referred to
"walk-ons". These individual athletes]
can participate in practices and games!
but do not have scholarships. They
have joined the team without any
guarantees of earning a scholarship.
The football team has a number of!
"walk-ons." This is partly due to the
fact that NCAA rules only allow 25
new scholarship players a year. Other
teams, such as the women's cross
country team, do not award athletic
scholarships. Klein said, "The athletic
department simply does not have the
money." However, cross country is an
extreme example. Football, volleyball
and men's basketball have the majority
of their players on a "full" athletic
scholarship. Field hockeyrwaterpoio
andwomen'sbasketbaHhaveaspecific
number of scholarships which are dis
tributed among the student athletes as
the coach sees fit.
According toKlein, the fulfillment
of an athletic scholarship is two-fold.
First, in order for the athlete to retain
his or her scholarship, he or she must
make a good effort to accomplish the
goals of the team. This includes going
to practice, meetings and games. Sec
ondly, theathlete has to make academic
progress. The above mentioned poli
cies and restrictions are the University
of the Pacific's not the NCAA's. The
NCAA allows each University the
opportunity todefine its own standards.
The NCAA intercedes regarding the
amount of units an athlete takes during
a given school year. A student athlete
must be enrolled in 24 units per year
and must be a full-time student. In
addition, the student athlete may make
up additional units over the summer.
Pacific exceeds the requirements of the
NCAA and Big West Conference by
requiring a minimum grade point av
erage of 2.0. "Pacific is in fact, the only
school within the Big West to take such
a rigid stand," said Klein.
Pacific has made an effort to keep
its athletes in good academic standing
by using the Academic Support Pro
gram which is directed by Klein. The
support program offers two basic ser
vices to the student athlete. The first

. /v;T< <!>,,•
jf.
L
'

service requires athletes to attend a
supervised study hall and the second
service provides academic counseling
for the student athlete. The University
requires a student to maintain six study
hall hours each week. The program
also encourages study groups among
the athletes.
The football team has taken a rigor
ous stand on academics. Football play
ers who are freshman or within a defined
group are committed to two study hall
hours a night. Furthermore, the foot
ball team provides tutors in math dur
ing these two hours which can be uti
lized by any Pacific athlete.
Kevin Tucker, who is a Student
Adviser as well as a senior member of
the football team, has conducted a se
ries of mini-course workshops on spe
cial topics. Included are: test taking,
note taking,time managementand study
strategies for the team.
One of the most significant ways
that the University has to ensure that
the student athlete is making academic
progress is by keeping track of student
grades. The Academic Support Pro
gram monitors the academic progress

Kathy Klein
of the student athlete three times a
semester. According to Klein, this is
done for a number of reasons. The
most important one has to deal with
maintaining an open the line of cornmurricatiorrbetween professorsnnd the
Academic SupportProgram. The grade
checks are used to honor those student
athletes who are doing well and to
increase support for those who need
help.
The University has recently added
two study lounge rooms in the main
gym. These lounges were provided
through the support of the Pacific
Athletic Foundation and the Pacific
Boosters. The academic vicepresident
and the academic council has raised
money ranging from $10,000 to
$25,000 which has been budgeted to
enhance the tutorial program for use by
the entire school population.
The combined grade point average
of the student athletes is higher than the
combined GPA of the remaining Uni
versity students. Furthermore, the ma
jority of thestudentathletes graduate in
four years with a degree in theirspecific
field of study. This statistic is also
higher than the University average.
Pacific is continually at the top of the
Big West Conference scholar athlete
list and has produced several GTE
Academic All-Americans in various
intercollegiate sports.
The UOP athlete has many stan
dards to uphold not only on the field of
competition but in the field of academ
ics.
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Ted Leiand
speaks about
scholar
athletes
By Carolyn Jeffery

Staff Writl

The concept of the student-athlete is
well respected here at Pacific. Our
athletes are encouraged to perform well
in sports, and they are also expected to
maintain excellence in academics. To
be involved in collegiate athletics does
not mean that academics should take
second priority.
University of the Pacific Athletic
Director, Ted Leiand, believes that
academics and sports should go handin-hand. According to Leiand, par
ticipation in college athletics helps
increase a student's intellectual devel
opment.
"We do want to win, butacademics
will not be ignored in order to achieve
our goals. The student-athlete should
be good at everything he/shesets out to
do. Academic All-Americans are more
important to what this institution stands
for and this should be remembered,"
said Leiand.
Leiand is currendy in his second
year as the UOPAthletic Director. He
returned to UOP from Dartmouth
College where he had served in a similar
position. A native of Hayward, Leiand
obtained his bachelor's degree in
physical education in 1970 from UOP
and continued his education at Pacific.
He received his master's in sports
psychology in 1973 and later earned
his Ph.D. in sports psychology from
Stanford in 1982.
As a student-athlete at Pacific,
Leiand lettered in track and football.
He was selected to the PCAA FirstTeam as a defensive lineman and was
voted Pacific's most dedicated player
in his senior season.
Leiand claims to have always had
"an affection for the concept of the
student-athlete." He believes sports c
must support the basic mission of the
institution. This mission is to "further
develop the intellectual process."
In addition to having served on
numerous committees within commu
nities, conferences, schools and .the
NCAA, Leiand has also taught in the
classroom. For seven years, he was an
assistant professor of psychology at
Dartmouth and currently teaches a
junior-level seminar in "Sports Ethics"
at UOP.
Whenasked tocompare Dartmouth
and UOP, Leiand proudly spoke of
UOP's "dedication toward striving for
national excellence." Seeing that
Dartmouth has already gained national
recognition for its excellence in sports,
Leiand stated thatit may no longer hold
such aspirations as one of its major
goals. Pacific, however, maintains this
drive and perseverance toward obtain
ing this goal.
Leiand wants to broaden participa
tion in campus athletics. "Sports is for
everyone who has an interest," said
Leiand. "There's not enough partici
pation in club sports. All students
should realize how accessible partici
pation is at Pacific."
During his first year at the Univer
sity, Leiand accomplished the follow
ing: an increase in endowments, a
balanced budget and the completion of
the University of the Pacific Athletic
Foundation Academic Support Center
which was the most successful fund
drive in PAF history.

• TREK
• KLEIN
• FAT CHANCE
• YETI
• GT
• NISHIKI
• AND MORE!

icol°r
YOUR MOUNTAIN BIKE SPECIALIST
NOTHING ELSE EVEN COMES CLOSE!!

CALL ROBBY FOR ADVICE ON
DO-IT-YOURSELF REPAIRS
7931-B T hornton Rd
( End of Pacific on left side a little past Hammer Lane)

951-4371

Explaining the national
sport of Canada: lacrosse
By Andy Ausfahl
Guest Writer
Lacrosse was developed by the
North American Indiansin both Canada
and the United States. The Indians
originally used small nets with wooden
sticks attached in order to play the
game. Skulls were used as the balls as
a method to train the young tribesmen
to be warriors. The games would often

STUDENT
DISCOUNT
10% Discount
On All Parts
• Raybans
• Locks
• Tires
• Tubes
• Clothing
• Bags
• Exercise stuff
• All The Goodies

I Bring Student I.DI

offensive and defensive players. The
three defensive players spend the ma
jority of their time around their own
goal acting as primary help for the
goalie. The defense can either play
man to man or zone depending upon
the game situation.
The playing field is 110 yards long,
but the goals are only separated by 80
yards. Each goal has 15 yards of play
ing space behind it The game has four

lacrosse team isapartof the WestCoast
Lacrosse League (WCLC). It was
funded by ASUOP and generous con
tributions come from faculty mem
bers.
The season starts in the spring with
the first home game scheduled to be
againstSan JoseStateonFeb.10. Other
home games include Chico State, UC
Sant^ Cruz, Chapman College and
Sacramento State.

UOP club lacrosse practices for u pcoming season.
last for weeks and consist of hundreds
of players.
Today lacrosse is the national sport
of Canada. It is primarily a blend of ice
hockey and soccer, but to make that
comparison is misleading. Thegame is
unique and built on tradition. Each
team has four primary positions: at
tack,midfield.defenseandgoal. Three
men play on the attack line. Most of
their timeisspentaroundtheopponent's
goal, and theyare generally the primary
scorers. The three midfielders cover
the entire field and operate as both

15-minute periods,apenalty box and a
face-off circle.
At a lacrosse game, the average
spectator will notice the quickness of
the sport According to Jeff Solvason,
the former president and captain of the
UOP club team,"Lacrosse is the fastest
game on foot. Additional rules are
always being implemented to increase
the speed of the game." A number of
terms one might hear at a game are
'man, ball', 'ball down' and
'quickstick'.
The University of the Pacific's club
T

Barney Brady, a club lacrosse
player, said, "The team is getting en
thusiastic about the upcoming season.
There are often 20guys at the practices
and everyone is serious and working
hard in hopes of earning a position."
The team isstill looking forplayers and
anyone is welcome to participate.
The team will be led by Coach
Steve Trotter, captain Burke Culligan
and president Ed Horley. Fall practices
take place at Brookside field Monday,
Wednesday and Friday from 3:30 p.m.
to 5 p.m.
TtTf

FESTIVAL OF ANIMATION
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Stockton Royal Theater
1825 Tacilic Ave.
(209) 466-4941
17 short animated films from
around the world packaged
in a two hour program.

J
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(Continued from page 13)

the ninth timein school history...Senior
captain Cathey Scotlan leadstheTigers
with 260 kills on the season, followed
by Krissy Fifer who has 251... Against
UC Irvine, Fifer hit .426 on the night
with 28 kills which isa season high for
a Pacific player.
Water polo- Todd Hosmer leads
the Tigers with 48 goals for the season
and a 1.92 goals per game
average...Teammate Kelly Porter is
right behind Hosmer with 40 goals and
Doug Sutherland is a distant third with
30....Goalie Tom Cheli is ranked sec
ond in the Big West with 4.46 average
goals allowed per game and has 78
saves....Goalie Dan DeliaMaggoira has
131 saves.

CANDIDATES
concerned about a possible restructur
ing of state higher education and how
that might affect the funding of various
campuses, Crabtree said.
In Ohio, gubernatorial candidate
Anthony Celebrezze Jr., trying to get
an edge over Republican opponent
George Voinovich, proposed a similar
tuition program.
Celebrezze would refund a year's
tuition to students who complete two
years at any public college or trade
school in the state.
The nearly $200 million needed for
such a program would come out of
after-inflation gains in state revenue,
said campaign spokesman Mike Tho
mas.
"It's one of his highest priorities,"
Thomassaid. "Highereducation should
be accessible for everyone who wants,
it"

CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS
DENNIS,
THE
RAINY
SEASON'S ON ITS WAY, SO HANG
IN THERE. (BESIDES, YOU
WONT BE IN A TENT WHEN IT
DOES!) -KRISEN
GRACE, REMEMBERING
MARIO MURILLO 11/23/87-LIFE
CHANGING POWER OF GOD!
LOVE RANDY
HEY BUCKOIS THERE ANYTHING SIG
NIFICANT ABOUT TODAY? THE
FIRST MEANS TEN. CANT WAIT
FOR THE WEEKEND WITH YOU.
I LOVE YOU! -DREW

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

1000

$

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!

LOWANA B„ PEGGY, DOUG,
Call 1-800-932 0528 Ext. 50
MARGARET, BARBARA, DEAN
DUNS AND ALL MY ADVISEES: I
COULDNT HAVE COMPLETED
MY SENIOR YEAR WITHOUT
YOU ALL! MY LOVE AND
THANKS!
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS
-PATRICIA

Cruise Ship Jobs.

TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific. Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call refundable
.C210

TANDEM1, THANKS FOR
STICKING BY ME! YOU'RE THE 1-206-736-0775. Ext
GREATEST!! LOVE, TANDEM2

SUZIE, I'M REALLY LOOKING
FORWARD TO THIS SURPRISE
WEEKEND. YOU ALWAYS SEEM
TO KNOW WHEN TO PULL ME
AWAY FROM THE HELL OF RE
ALITY.
KEVIN AND JIM- BEST OF
LUCK THIS WEEKEND. LOOK
FOR US IN THE STANDSDELTA SIGMA PI

THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE TO SEND SOMEONE, OR RECEIVE FOR YOURSELF, A FULL YEAR'S
SUBSCRIPTION TO THE PACIFICAN. FOR ALL ISSUES, INCLUDING THE PAST SIX, THE COST FOR
MAILING IS

$25. FOR THE REMAINING
r

This is a great
way to "stay-intouch" with the
campus and
those attending
it!

( )

ISSUES OF THE YEAR, THE COST IS

Enclosed is a check for $_
school year. Mail papers to:

$20.

for a subscription to The Pacifican for the 1990-91

(Please type or print.)
Please mail this stub and payment to The Pacifican, Third Floor Hand Hall,
University of the Pacific, Stockton, Ca. 95211.

REPORTS
RESUMES
TERM PAPERS

POINT & CLICK
IBM DOS/Microsoft
Windows Offerings
IBM Model 8530-T31
Order # 2481904
1Mb memory, 80286 (10MHz) pro
cessor, one 3.5-inch diskette drive
(1.44Mb), 30 Mb fixed disk drive, IBM
Mouse, 8512 Color display, DOS 4.0,

%

We Help Students
Prepare Resumes!!
Discounts to Students
AB Wordprocessing

IBM Model 8530-U31

IBM Model 8555-061

Order # 2481905

Order # 1159105

$1,795.00

$1,958.00
IBM Model 8555-U31

Software is loaded and ready to go!

IBM Model 8555-T61
Order # 2481907
2Mb memory, 80386SX (16MHz) pro
cessor, one 3.5-inch diskette drive
(1.44Mb), 60 Mb fixed disk drive, IBM
Mouse, 8515 Color display, DOS 4.0,
Microsoft Windows 3.0.

Software is loaded and ready to go!

2Mb memory, 80386SX (16MHz) processor,
one 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44Mb), 30 Mb
fixed disk drive, IBM Mouse, 8513 Color dis" ay, DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows 3.0, hDC
'"dows Utilities (hDC Windows Express
and hDC First Apps), Academic Edition, Mi
crosoft Word for Windows, Academic Edi
tion, ZSoft SoftType, Academic Version.

Software is loaded and ready to go!

$2^555.00

IBM Model 8570-T61
Order # 2481909
4Mb memory, 80386 (16MHz) pro
cessor, one 3.5-inch diskette drive
(1.44Mb), 60 Mb fixed disk drive, IBM
Mouse, 8515 Color display, DOS 4.0,

Microsoft Windows 3.0.
Software is loaded and ready to go!

Order # 2481908
2Mb memory, 80386SX (16MHz) processor,
fivl?•S-tnch diskette drive (1.44Mb), 60 Mb
fixed diskdrive, IBM Mouse, 8515 Color
4;9' Mic»"osoft Windows 3.0,
hn£
n™. » "i'fe Utilities (hDC Windows Extiorf
^ ^!,r,st Apps), Academic EdiZ'ifeoft Word for Windows, AcaVereion
'
SoftType, Academic

Software is loaded and ready to go!

$3,046.00
IBM Model 8570-W61
Order # 2481910

$4,787.00
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• INTEGRATED WORD PROCESSOR
(MICROSOFT WORD FOR WINDOWS)
• INTEGRATED SPREAD SHEET
(MICROSOFT EXCEL)
-JUST "POINT & CLICK"

TA

Windows 3.0 Icon
Interface

•NO NEED TO LEARN DOS
COMMANDS
JUST "POINT & CLICK"

IBM Model 8570-121
4Mb memory, 80386(20MHz)processor, one
3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44Mb), 120 Mb
fixed disk drive, IBM Mouse, 8515 Color
U°S 4-°' Microsoft Windows 3.0,
hDC Windows Utilities (hDC Windows Ex
press and hDC First Apps), Academic Edi
tion, Microsoft Word for Windows, AcaEdition, ZSoft SoftType, Microsoft
Excel, Academic Version, Asymetrix Tool
book, and Arts & Letters Graphics Editor.

Software is loaded and ready to go'

$5,983.00

8

'

Online Training

• WINDOWS 3.0
• MICROSOFT WORD FOR WINDOWS
6
WORD
PROCESSOR
• MICROSOFT EXCEL SPREAD SHEET
(1,2,3 COMPATIBLE)
• JUST "POINT & CLICK"

A

Reduced Prices

• NOW OPEN TO FACULTY, STAFF
AND DEPARTMENTS'
[•JUST "POINT & CLICK"

r
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IBM Model 8573-121
Order # 1159108
4Nfo memory, 80386 (20MHz) processor,
drive (1-44Mb), 120 Mb
6' ?
D
W Sf
Mouse, Plasma dispiay, Nvlon carrying case, DOS 4 0 Mi
dor 30ihDC Windows Utili
Sncw
ties (hDC Windows
Express and hDC First
Apps), Academic Edition, Microsoft Word
&>ftTW. M^S' Ac,ad®mic Edition, ZSoft
^ftTypc, Microsoft Excel, Academic Ver
sion, Asymetrix Tool book , and Arts &
Letters Graphics Editor.

$6,070.00
$4,895.00

as,^' Ldir

Order # 1159104

Software is loaded and ready to go'

• Preloaded Software
|
Q

TCTTTEFFTTFE* FO

$4,079.00

IBM Model 8555-W61

$2,937.00

4Mb memory, 80386SX (16MHz) processor,
one 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44Mb), 60 Mb
fixed disk drive, IBM Mouse, 8515 Color
display, DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows 3.0,
hDC Windows Utilities (hDC Windows Ex
press and hDC First Apps), Academic Edi
tion, Microsoft Word for Windows, Aca
demic Edition, ZSoft SoftType, Microsoft
Excel, Academic Version, Asymetrix Tool
book, and Arts & Letters Graphics Editor.

Software is loaded and ready to go!

Order # 2481906

naSStr18" 1°™"Star

WANTED: ONE SET OF MENS
RIGHT-HANDED GOLF CLUBS
WITH CARRYING BAG. WILL
PAY APPROXIMATELY $75.00.
CALL 944-7122.

Advance Academic
Offerings

Software is loaded and ready to go!

Microsoft Windows 3.0.

944-0763

WANTED

IBM Solutions
Offerings
1Mb memory, 80286 (10MHz) processor, one
3.5-inch diskette drive (1,44Mb), 30 Mb fixed
Mouse' 8513 Color display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows 3.0, hDC Win(^DC Windows Express and
hDC First Apps),Academic Edition, Microsoft
Word for Windows, Academic Edition, ZSoft
SoftType, Academic Version.

Professional quality documents
from your final drafts
Last Minute Papers?
Next Day Service
Available

'W™ a,

UOP Computer Store & IBM Education Announce

COLOR PS/2 SOLUTIONS

This program works!
No investment needed.

HAPPY 21ST JAMES-YOURE
THE BEST! OUTSTANDING
MANAGING EDITOR, FABU
LOUS CREW COACH, AND
EXTRODINARY FRIEND. I LOVE
YOU, MIRIAM

HOMECOMING SPECIAL

(Continued from page 5)

PORTABLE

Printer Offerings
Model 4201-003
Order# 2468865
IBM Proprinter III with cable

_$380.00
Model 4207-002

Order# 2468866
IBM Proprinter X24E with cable

$543.00
Model 4208-002
Order# 2468867
IBM Proprinter XL24E with cable

$739.00
Model 4019-E01

Order# 2481911

IBM Laser Printer Model E with cable

$974.00

University Computer Store
•v.s.on of Ih. University Books,o,e -Low,, Level- MoCaffr^

is***

